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ABSTRACT 

Today, mobile technology is rapidly changing our life with increasing numbers of 

services supported by mobile phones, including mobile Internet access and Web-based 

mobile learning. The growth of the wireless Internet technology opens new path for 

people to study in anytime and any location. Using Web-based mobile application to 

present learning resources for mobile learners is a challenge for developers, because the 

mobile Internet access performance over GPRS networks is often unacceptably slow. A 

new Web development model, Ajax, may help to address this problem. Ajax 

(Asynchronous JavaScript and XML), is a new desktop approach to Web application 

development that uses client-side scripting to provide a seamless user application 

experience and reduce traffic between client and server. In this paper, we address the 

question of whether mobile Ajax provides measurable performance advantages over 

non-Ajax mobile learning applications. A real-life Web-based mobile learning 

application performance over a GPRS network study was done based on comparing an 

Ajax application and an Active Server Pages (ASP) application with identical 

functionality. Our results suggest that mobile Ajax can reduce the bandwidth requirement 

by 71 %, and cut the server's response time in half. In addition, these performance 

improvements were noticed by users in our small group usability test. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

Ancient saying: "Experience is the father of wisdom and memory the mother. " 

In this chapter, we will briefly introduce this research, the reason for developing 

Web-based mobile learning application, the potential contributions, and the organization 

of this thesis. 

1.1 Introduction 

Today, development of high techniques represented by information techniques rapidly 

changes our society from global economy to the personal life. The only way to help you 

keep up with development is learning. Leaming means to gain knowledge by study, 

instruction or scholarship. It also means the act of gaining knowledge. It can help you 

gain new knowledge, update your old skills, and understand some new concepts. 

Traditionally, people need to go to school to learn from a teacher. However, now distance 

education allows students to learn far away from the school. Lots of on-line training and 

learning Websites are on the Internet for desktop or laptop computer users. People can 

study at home instead of school, but the size of the personal computer makes it hard to be 

used in a moveable environment. Mobile units can fit into that gap. 

Meanwhile, the mobile revolution is changing our life and facilitates our learning process. 

Mobile learning system over the wireless network is becoming a popular research topic 

recently. Mobile Leaming is a part of the distance education. People can enhance their 

learning experience by using their mobile devices anytime, anywhere, e.g. mobile phones, 

PDAs, Pocket PCs, etc. Mobile Leaming or know as M-Leaming, is an education 

software or Website that allows you to access learning from your mobile devices. This 
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software or Website has lessons or activities that can help you learn new knowledge and 

enjoy the learning process. Mobile learning means people can use their mobile phone or 

devices to learn anytime, anywhere, even just a few minutes available ( e.g. waiting in a 

bus-stop, waiting for a friend, or travelling). It requests the mobile learning system must 

have a fast response speed and good user interface to allow user operate the mobile 

learning system over their small wireless devices (small screen, keyboard and slow 

wireless connection rate). 

The learning process involves a lot of interaction between the teacher and student; even if 

you learn by yourself, you still need to have some practice to make sure you fully 

understand the knowledge. Quiz learning system can help learner to improve their 

personal knowledge and problem solving ability (Yokomoto, 2000). It forces learner to 

think and learn deeply for every question, answer them carefully, and review all answers 

at the end. So, a good quiz learning system needs an understandable user interface, high 

performance to respond all the users' activates. Some good examples are using the quiz 

learning in their mobile learning system (Black & Hawkes, 2006; Henning, Gina, ussge, 

Guido, & ling, 2007; Seang, 2006). These requests can be achieved easily on desktop 

environment, but it is not easy for the mobile learning system, especial for the Web-based 

mobile learning system. 

Furthermore, over the past few years, an increasing number of people have been using 

mobile Internet access through the wireless network (Church, Smyth, Cotter, & Bradley, 

2007). But, due to the limitations of mobile phone hardware, it is still very problematic. 

There are a number of reasons, for example: small screens, high network latency, low 

bandwidth, interface complexity, and so on (Rajiv Chakravorty & Pratt, 2002). These 

weaknesses slow down the speed of the mobile learning process and the performance of 

the mobile learning system is not acceptable in some case. 
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Unfortunately, the slow wireless network is a big problem for mobile learning system. 

Browsing the Website over GSM (GPRS) is a nightmare, and many experience a very 

disappointing performance. There are various reasons, for example, high and variable 

latency, fluctuating bandwidth, occasional link 'blackouts' (R. Chakravorty, Cartwright, 

& Pratt, 2002), packet loss, and link outages. Sometimes, some simple requests are 

experiencing seconds delay (Stuckmann, Ehlers, & Wouters, 2002). 

If the GSM/GPRS wireless network has that many troubles, why we are still using it for 

the mobile learning system? First, one distinct feature of mobile learning over other 

learning activities is "mobility" (Leung & Chan, 2003), the GPRS mobile phone network 

is the most commonly used network all over the world, the widest coverage. Using 

GSM/GPRS network in the mobile learning system can provide mobile learning services 

anytime and anywhere around the world. Second, there are plenty of GSM/GPRS 

handsets and devices on the market low prices. Finally, the GSM/GPRS service fee is 

cheaper than the 30 wireless network. 

To address these issues for mobile devices, we may look to recent developments in 

desktop browser technologies that might be implemented in the mobile environment to 

improve the Web-based mobile learning application performance. 

In February 2005, a director of User Experience Strategy and a founder of Adaptive Path, 

Jesse James Garrett introduced us to a new Web application approach - Ajax. It is short 

for "Asynchronous JavaScript and XML" (Garrett, 2005). Ajax was introduced as a 

desktop model, not a mobile environment solution, but according to its characteristics 

(small transmits volume and partial Web page update), it is very useful in the mobile 

environments, especially in high latency network environments (proper Ajax engine 

design can reduce the transfer times). 
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The normal Web application allows users to submit a request; the server will process this 

request and respond it. Then the client browser will refresh the whole Webpage, even if 

just a little Web content is changed. But in most cases, the new Web page will be very 

similar to the old one, which means during these transmissions, some of the network 

resource is used to transfer replicated data. These data had been downloaded once and 

save by in web browser's cache. Replicate data download wastes a lot of network 

resources and users' time. 

Ajax uses a clever Ajax engine to handle all the data transmission and the Webpage 

partial update. The Ajax engine only requests new content from the Web server to reduce 

the unnecessary transmission. It also can partially update the loaded Webpage, whenever 

the response arrived. Besides, the Ajax engine runs locally on the client side, the Web 

application response speed is fast and user experience will be improved. On the other 

hand, Ajax enabled Website can be accessed from the desktop Web browser and mobile 

Web browser. One Website for two platforms can save huge amounts ofresources for the 

company and improve service for customers. 

Today, more and more Websites implement the Ajax approach to their Websites. The 

pioneer of the Ajax wave is Google, Google Suggest and Google Maps are two good new 

examples (Figure 1.1); other examples include Google Gmail, New Yahoo Email and so 

on. 
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Figure 1.1: The pioneers of the Ajax approach (Google Suggest & Google Maps) 

Compared with the traditional Web application model, Ajax can significantly increase a 

Web page's download speed in the desktop environment. It has been applied by White 

(2005) in the business realm, and in academia by Smullen and Smullen (2007). Ajax 

reduces the data transmission volumes between the server and client device, and 

improves the user experience on the desktop. These are relevant issues for mobile 

Internet access, which needs a solution to reduce transmission volumes in the context of 

expensive and low speed connections, and provide a better user experience in browsers 

with limited screen real estate and navigation tools. Therefore, we might ask the question, 

if we deploy an Ajax approach to the mobile learning environment, what might be the 

result? Does Mobile Ajax mobile learning application provide measurable advantages 

over a non-Ajax mobile learning application? 

1.2 Purpose and potential contributions 

Over the past decade, moving desktop application towards Web application has gained 

much attention and acceptance. But today this attention is moving from the desktop Web 

application toward mobile Web application. We are going to discuss in this thesis 
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adapting the latest Ajax Web approach to the GPRS mobile environment. We will 

evaluate the Ajax mobile learning system from performance of system to usability test, 

and find out what kind of benefits we can gain in this adaptation. 

This study will be based on the general methodology of design research. The problem we 

are facing here is that the traditional Web-based mobile learning system performance 

over the GPRS network on mobile devices is very slow. So, the alternative suggestion is 

applying Ajax approach to a mobile quiz learning system into the mobile environment 

and aim to find out does the Ajax mobile learning system provide measurable advantages 

over a traditional non-Ajax mobile learning system. 

The goal of this research is to applying Ajax to a quiz mobile learning system and 

evaluates the benefit of Ajax over non-Ajax quiz mobile learning applications, when 

users access Websites via mobile devices through a General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) 

network. First, we developed two mobile learning systems with identical functionality, 

using both an Ajax approach and a non-Ajax approach (using ASP). These two Websites 

have the same user interface and can be accessed both by desktop and mobile browsers, 

because they are following the XHTML 1.1 standard. Second, we measured these 

Websites' performance over a GPRS network based on the data collected from the Web 

server's log files . 

The traditional Website interaction has its limitation, fully page update, long waiting time, 

logical function only run on the sever side. These weaknesses slow down the speed of the 

mobile learning process and performance of the Website is not acceptable in some case 

(Rajiv Chakravorty & Pratt, 2002). 

Applying the Ajax approach to a mobile learning system may provide acceptable 

performance for the users over the GSM/GPRS network. Because, first, the Ajax engine 
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contents have some logical functions; it can verify the answers locally during self-tests, 

so it will reduce the amount of transmissions between the Web server and the mobile 

device, and will also provide a better response speed. Second, the asynchronous and 

transfer in XML format feature of the Ajax approach allows reduced bytes for every 

transmission, and provides better response speed. Finally, the Webpage partial update 

significantly increases the Website response speed. 

1.3 Organization of the report 

First, in the main part of this report, the Ajax approach will be studied including all 

related work that has been done recently. Chapter 2 shows the background of the Internet 

technologies and protocols, traditional desktop Website technologies, and the Ajax 

approach. For the Ajax approach, it includes the structure of Ajax, the advantages and 

disadvantages of Ajax and alternative approaches. Also, the background of mobile 

devices, technologies and Web browser will be introduced in this chapter. 

Chapter three outlines all the studies in academic levels related to mobile learning and 

Ajax, such as the mobile learning, Ajax implementation, Ajax performance on desktop 

and Web performance over GPRS network. Chapter four will explain the methodology 

used in the research, the design research method, the reason for using this method, and 

the process of applying the method in this research. 

Second, in chapter five, two mobile learning qmz self-test Web application will be 

developed. One is Ajax quiz mobile learning system. The other is non-Ajax (ASP) 

mobile learning system. Chapter five presents the detail of implement the Ajax approach 

into mobile learning system, the structure of the Ajax Web application, its opponent 

non-Ajax Web application (ASP Web application). These Web applications can be access 

from desktop computers and mobile devices. 
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Later, we measured these two Web applications: Ajax and non-Ajax (ASP) system in the 

mobile environment. Then, we outlined the evaluation test bed and sub-concluded the 

experiment results for comparing normal Web application (non-Ajax) and Ajax base Web 

application based on the server's log. A small group of usability test will be implemented 

to find out the benefits of Ajax over non-Ajax Websites, when the users access a Web 

application using a mobile device through General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) 

network. 

In chapter six, a result and discussion for advantages and disadvantage of mobile Ajax 

Web applications, especially for its performance will present. Finally, chapter seven 

summarizes the mobile Ajax research, including conclusions, some recommendations, the 

limitations of this study, and what can we do to upgrade this research into the next level 

in our future research. 
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CHAPTER2:BACKGROUND 

Ancient saying: "If you want to understand today, you have to research yesterday". 

This chapter outlines all the Internet and mobile technologies related to this research in a 

time line, and the weaknesses of the traditional Website client-server communication 

model. Next, the Ajax approach and its advantages will be introduced. This research is 

applying the Ajax approach into the mobile learning system, so the study of the mobile 

environment is outlined in this chapter, too. Finally, this chapter outlines the other 

alternative approaches to Ajax approach. 

2.1 Internet Technologies and Protocols 

The most popular communication protocol on the World Wide Web (WWW) is 

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). It is used to transfer or convey information over the 

Internet. HTTP uses a request-response model to communicate between client and server. 

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is an application-level protocol for distributed, 

collaborative, hypermedia information systems. It is a generic, stateless, protocol which 

can be used for many tasks beyond its use for hypertext, such as name servers and 

distributed object management systems, through extension of its request methods, error 

codes and headers (Masinter, 1998). A feature of HTTP is the typing and negotiation of 

data representation, allowing systems to be built independently of the data being 

transferred. HTTP has been in use by the World-Wide Web global information initiative 

since 1990. This specification defines the protocol referred to as "HTTP/1.1" (Fielding et 

al., 1997). 
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Only having a communication protocol is not good enough for us to surf Internet; we 

need some tools or languages to talk over the Internet. Hyper Text Markup Language 

(HTML) is the lingua franca for publishing hypertext on the World Wide Web. It is a 

non-proprietary format based upon Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML), 

and can be created and processed by a wide range of tools, from simple plain text editors 

- you type it in from scratch- to sophisticated WYSIWYG (What you see is what you get) 

authoring tools. HTML uses tags such as <hl> and </hl> to structure text into headings, 

paragraphs, lists, hypertext links, etc (W3C.org, 2007d). 

HTML and CSS combined together can provide the user with a stylish and colourful 

Website. Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a simple mechanism for adding style (e.g. fonts, 

colours, and spacing) to Web documents (W3C.org, 2007a). It is a style-sheet language 

used to describe the presentation of a document written in a markup language, for 

example, HTML and XHTML. CSS allows users and developers to change the colours, 

fonts , layout and other aspects of document presentation. The style sheets file is separate 

from the document content (HTML or XHTML file) and can provide more flexibility and 

controllability for document presentation. 

The Document Object Model is a platform- and language-neutral interface that will allow 

programs and scripts to dynamically access and update the content, structure and style of 

HTML documents. The HTML document can be further processed and the results of that 

processing can be incorporated back into the presented page (W3C.org, 2007b ). 

"Dynamic HTML" is a term used by some vendors to describe the combination of HTML, 

style sheets and scripts that allow documents to be animated. The W3C received several 

submissions from member companies on the way in which the object model of HTML 

documents should be exposed to scripts. These submissions do not propose any new 

HTML tags or style sheet technology. The W3C DOM Activity is working hard to make 
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sure interoperable and scripting-language neutral solutions are agreed upon (W3C.org, 

2007b). 

HTML can be used to create Websites, CSS to manage the Website style, DOM to give 

the Website a dynamic way to update the content; combined, you may have a Website 

solution. But the HTML is not perfect yet; an updated version of HTML was released and 

recommended by W3C in 2000. The Extensible HyperText Markup Language 

(XHTML™) is a family of current and future document types and modules that 

reproduce, subset, and extend HTML, reformulated in XML. XHTML Family document 

types are all XML-based, and ultimately are designed to work in conjunction with 

XML-based user agents (W3C.org, 2007d). 

XML is short for Extensible Markup Language (XML) and is a simple, very flexible text 

format derived from SGML. Originally designed to meet the challenges of large-scale 

electronic publishing, XML is also playing an increasingly important role in the exchange 

of a wide variety of data on the Web and elsewhere (W3C.org, 2007c). XML is designed 

to describe data by defining your own tags. It uses a Document Type Definition (DTD) or 

an XML schema to describe. HTML and XML are different; XML was designed to 

describe data and to focus on what data is; HTML was designed to display data and to 

focus on how data looks (W3Cschools.com, 2007). You can consider XML as a data 

saving format and HTML is used to control how to display the information. 

XHTML Mobile Profile is designed for resource-constrained Web clients that do not 

support the full set ofXHTML features, such as mobile phones, PDAs, pagers and set-top 

boxes. It extends XHTML Basic with modules, elements and attributes to provide a 

richer authoring language. The XHTML Mobile Profile is a strict subset of XHTML. It 

extends XHTML Basic to bring enhanced functionality to application authors, including 
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additional presentation elements and support for internal style sheets (W AP Forum, 

2001). 

Like a pair of parallel marks, Internet technology and mobile technology did not cross 

each other until recently. 

2.2 Mobile Technologies and Protocols 

The most popular mobile phone standard is Global System for Mobile communications 

(GSM). It is an open, digital cellular technology used for transmitting mobile voice and 

data services. GSM differs from first generation wireless systems in that it uses digital 

technology and time division multiple access transmission methods. GSM is a 

circuit-switched system that divides each 200kHz channel into eight 25kHz time-slots. 

GSM operates in the 900MHz and 1.8GHz bands in Europe and the 1.9GHz and 850MHz 

bands in the US. The 850MHz band is also used for GSM and 3GSM in Australia, 

Canada and many South American countries. GSM supports data transfer speeds of up to 

9.6kbit/s, allowing the transmission of basic data services such as SMS (Short Message 

Service). Another major benefit is its international roaming capability, allowing users to 

access the same services when travelling abroad as at home. This gives consumers 

seamless and same number connectivity in more than 210 countries. GSM satellite 

roaming has also extended service access to areas where terrestrial coverage is not 

available (GSM Association, 2007). 

As the mobile service booms, GSM Association introduced a new non-voice, high-speed 

data service-GPRS (General Packet Radio Service). It is the world's most ubiquitous 

non-voice wireless data service, available now with almost every GSM network. GPRS is 

a connectivity solution based on Internet Protocols that supports a wide range of 

enterprise and consumer applications. With throughput rates of up to 40kbit/s, users have 
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a similar access speed to a dial-up modem, but with the convenience of being able to 

connect from anywhere. GPRS can be utilized for services such as W AP access, SMS 

and MMS, but also for Internet communication services such as email and Web access 

(GSM Association, 2003). 

W AP 1.0, Wireless application protocol (W AP) version one 1s an application 

communication protocol, used to access services and information for handheld devices. 

And a protocol defined as an XML 1.0 application, designed for mobile browsers. (W AP 

Forum, 2002a). WAP service initially launched in Europe during 2000 was not a success 

(Loken, 2000), because it is expensive and slow. 

The biggest advantage of W AP protocol stack is that it is designed to minimize the 

required bandwidth and maximize the number of wireless network types that can deliver 

W AP content (International Engineering Consortium, 2007). At the beginning W AP was 

standard for mobile Web surfing, but its disadvantages are now clear (International 

Engineering Consortium, 2007). First, the content providers need to pay for the standard, 

and setup a server for quality W AP service. Second, it is hard to maintain; Website 

developers need to develop a special Website for WAP, even it is has the same 

information as the normal Website. Now, WAP/WML is slowly fading out of the mobile 

content picture (Kumar, Parimi, & Agrawal, 2003). 

W AP 2.0 is a next-generation of Wireless application protocols. It also optimizes usage 

of higher bandwidths and packet-based connections of wireless networks worldwide. 

While utilizing and supporting enhancements in the capabilities of the latest wireless 

devices and Internet content technologies, W AP 2.0 also provides managed backward 

compatibility to existing W AP content, applications and services that comply to previous 

W AP versions over the latest wireless the technologies known as GPRS and 3G (W AP 
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Forum, 2002b). It adds support for the standard Internet communication protocols such as 

TCP/IP and HTTP. 

WML (Wireless Markup Language) is a standard mark-up language used by Wireless 

Application Protocol (W AP) for small, narrowband, mobile devices. WML is a markup 

language based on XML and is intended for use in specifying content and user interface 

for narrowband devices, including cellular phones and pagers (WAP Forum, 2000). It 

supports four major functions, text presentations and layout; deck/card organizational 

metaphor; inter-card navigation and linking; and string parameterization and state 

management. WML is similar as HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) provides Web 

pages for users . The pages in WML are called "decks" and it is constructed as a set of 

"cards". 
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,Evolution of Mobile Web Related Markup Languages· 

Standard Generalized 
Markup Language 

I 
l 1 

XML 1.0 HTML 1.0-4.01 
HDML 1.0 - 3.0 

(Developer: W3C) (Developer: W3C) 
(Developer: 
OoenWave) 

L I 
XML 1.1 

l 1 1 (Developer: W3C) 
WML 1.0- 2.0 Compact HTML 

XHTML 1.0 - l.l 
(Developer: W3C) 

(Developer: Open (Developer: 
Mobile Alliance) ACCESS) 

XHTML Basic 1.0 
(Developer: W3C) i-modeHTML 

(Developer: NTT 
DoCoMo) 

XHMTL Mobile Profile 1.0 - J. I 
(Developer: Open Mobile Alliance) 

Figure 2.1: Web Mark-up Language Time Line. 

This section explains all of the most important technologies and protocols useful for the 

research from desktop environment to mobile environment. The relationship for the Web 

Mark-up language can be well explained by Figure 2.1. In the next section, we will 

briefly explain the disadvantages of the traditional Web client-server communication 

model. 

2.3 Traditional Web client-server communication model 

Since the first Webpage built by Tim Bemers-Lee in 1992 (T. B. Lee, 1992; Watson, 

Rainer, & Koh, 1991), "synchronous" cycle reigned in the Website access approach in 
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the past decade. It represents a "click, wait, and refresh" action approach, or, considered 

as a communication mechanism, it is a "synchronous request and response" cycle. Users 

have to follow this rule when they are surfing on the Internet (Wei, 2005). "Click, wait, 

and refresh" interaction model is a classic and first user interaction model for the Web 

browser. Like its name, the user needs to click to send a request and wait until the Web 

page refreshes to a new page. 

"Click, Wait, and Refresh" interaction model 

Back to the beginning, "click, wait, and refresh" interaction model is the only 

user-computer interaction model used in the past decade, because the global Internet 

network is slow. When users surf on the Internet, and he/she want to view a new page, 

then he/she must do the following action (Figure 2.2). 

Figure 2.2: Classic Web application model: Full page refresh and 
synchronous communication. (Wei, 2005) 

Click - Click on the hyperlink or submit a form, this request will be sent to the 

server. 

Wait - Then the user starts their wait time. Under some wakeful network 
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environments, it will be a long time. The waiting time depends on the 

network environment and the server response speed. 

Refresh - After a few seconds or a few minutes waiting, a new HTML page display 

on the screen. 

The user must wait from the time a request to be converted into binary and sent by HTTP 

over an Internet, processed on the server, received result by HTTP and displayed in the 

browser(Crane, Pascarello, & James, 2005). Users' waiting time include network 

transition time and server response time and the browser display time (milliseconds). The 

problem is users cannot do anything when they are waiting, and this waiting time can be 

up to minutes depending on the network status. Obviously, this "click, wait, refresh" 

approach makes a lot of technical sense, it is easy for Web developers to develop the 

Website, but it is not efficient and not good for users' experience. It forces users to act 

like a machine, input once, waits for process and output. 

"Synchronous request and response" communication model 

On the other hand, the traditional Web application communication model is a 

"synchronous request and response" communication model. While the time is running, 

the client user initiates a request, and the server responds to it. The communication is 

always initiated one way from the client to the server. The server never initiates requests. 

During communication, users cannot do anything; they have to wait until the server 

responds to the request. 

It is like a car running on a freeway connected between the client and the server. The 

freeway allows two lines of traffic to travel at the same, but due to the approach we are 

using, at any point in time only one car is allowed to run on the freeway. What a waste! 

(Figure 2.3) 
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Server 

Server 

Figure 2.3: Freeway traffic 

The traditional Web application cannot provide a seamless user experience. According to 

Hugh Watson, most users will run out of patience in six seconds due to lack of system 

performance (Watson, Rainer, & Koh, 1991). Under the limitations of network 

bandwidth and latency, the only way to improve the Web application performance is to 

break down the synchronous model, and jump off the "click, wait and refresh" cycle. 

Then Garrett came up a solution - Ajax. 

2.4 Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (Ajax) 

What is Ajax? Ajax is short for "Asynchronous JavaScript and XML". It is a new Web 

development approach to improve the Website's performance on the user's and server's 

level, combined with a set of widely-used, powerful and mature Web technologies 

including JavaScript, XHTML, XML and DOM. Ajax runs in a client-side browser; it is a 

client-side technology. 

Ajax is a style of Web application development that uses a mix of modem Web 

technologies to provide a more interactive user experience (Sayar, Pierce, & Fox, 2006). 

For "click, wait, and refresh" and "synchronous request/response" in classic Web 

applications, it means it is slow, unreliable, inefficient, and has low productivity. In the 
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Ajax Web application approach, it altered these two basic behaviours and produced a new 

high performance and more interactive Web application model. 

"Partial screen update" takes place over the "click, wait, and refresh" user interaction 

model. (Wei, 2005) 

Traditional Web pages refresh the whole page every time some new information arrives 

from the server. During this time, users must wait for the page to refresh. Ajax only 

updates the part of the user interface on the screen that contains new information, 

retaining the current Web page in the browser. 

The "synchronous request/response model" replaced by asynchronous communication 

model. (Wei, 2005) 

The other key feature for Ajax technology is usmg the new "asynchronous" 

communication model. Compared with the old "synchronous" communication model 

(Figure: 2.2), the "asynchronous" communication model allows users to continue to use 

Web applications without waiting. As a result, requests will continue to be sent out if 

necessary, but users do not need to wait for the responses. The Ajax engines will 

automatically request information from the server in the background. Meanwhile, users 

can keep using other functions of the Web application. When the new information arrives, 

the Ajax engine will create a HTML Web page to partially update the user interface to 

respond to users' requests (Figure 2.4). 
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--------------Time-------------11~ 
Figure 2.4: Partial user interface updates 

Therefore, the user can enJoy a seamless browsing expenence. It 1s like a busy and 

efficient freeway (Figure 2.5). 

Client 

Server 

Figure 2.5: Busy freeway traffic 

The weaknesses of the traditional Web interaction paradigm and communication model 

are the strengths of the Ajax model. Ajax Web development approach for the first time 
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introduces some common features from desktop application to Web-based application. A 

new door opened for Ajax developers by using "partial update" and "asynchronous" 

features. 

• Instead of submitting the form page by page and submitting it by the user, Ajax 

does submissions automatically, when users trigger some events. 

• Power up client machine's processing, send out the query asynchronously, then 

make Web browser receive the results continually. 

• Smaller, incremental in-place partial Webpage updates, instead of full-page post 

back refresh. 

• Reduce the size of Web application; Ajax engine only downloads new context. 

A common user register system can make these features more clear, for example: A user 

wants to register an online account; what he/she need to do is open the registration Web 

page, type in his/her information, such as, account name, password, email address (the 

system needs to send you a confirmation email), and so on. Whilst typing the information 

in, the user may not be aware that the account name had been taken, or the password 

wasn't secure enough, or the email address he/she is using cannot receive the 

confirmation email. So, the user still submits uncertain information to the server, and then 

waits. 

When submitted information is accepted by the server, the client's computer can receive 

a new "register successful" page. But, if any information is against the server's applied 

register policy, the user must redo the registration form. For example, if the user's 

usemame had been taken by someone else, he/she cannot use that user ID, and the rest of 

the filled in information can be accepted by the server, but the server would understand 

the difference between one field and all fields' errors. 
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Under this scenario, the user needs to refill in the erroneous information and resubmit the 

information again until the server accepts it; sometimes errors in typing or unclear 

policies may cause multi-type in and long waiting times. The user wastes time typing in 

information, and waiting for the server's response. 

In a new Ajax register system, the register process will be slightly different. The user 

opens a registered Web page, just after she types in her preferred account name, the user 

triggers an event (keydown event); the Ajax engine automatically submits her preferred 

account name to the server in the background (the user may not even know this). 

Meanwhile, she can keep typing her password, email address and so on. 

When the server receives this automatic request, it will treat it as a normal manual submit 

request, then verify the account name and respond to this request (invalid or valid 

account name). When the Ajax engine receives this reply, it partially updates the user 

interface to notify the user of the verified result. During this transmission, the amount of 

transmission is very small, only text-base XML ( e.g. "valid" or "invalid"; "good" or "bad; 

"1" or "O") is returned from the server. 

Similarly, the same process will be done in password and email address fields . These 

requests may send out continuously, and Ajax engine will simultaneously partially update 

the loaded Webpage by response. Users do not need to wait for all the responses to come 

back; they can still manually submit the form any time they finish. 

Therefore, before they actually submit the whole application form, users may notice all 

the information they need, which fields need to be changed, and what kind of errors they 

have. As a result, users do not need to follow the "submit and wait" order; they are 

jumping off the wait queue and experimenting with an exciting user-orientated 

expenence. 
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When the user has registered successfully, a welcome page will be displayed. Again, in 

classic HTML style, a whole new "welcome" page is downloaded from the server. The 

HTML file may include the main menu, policy, font style, and so on. But in the new 

register system, will be downloaded only a sentence ("Your register was successful. 

Welcome."), from the server, and the Ajax engine will update the loaded Webpage to 

advise the user of the result, and keep the other part of the Webpage. 

In summary, asynchronous automatically posting back the request to the server, 

retrieving data continually and updating a part of the Web page, are key characteristics of 

Ajax. Theoretically, these features can significantly improve the performance of Web 

applications and user experience on a desktop platform. 

Ajax is a Web development technique for creating interactive Web applications. It is not 

for a single new technology, it combines a set of powerful, widely-used, and well-known 

and mature technologies, such as JavaScript, XML, HTTP, and XHTML. Ajax is a 

client-side browser technology independent of Web server technology or software. The 

intent of Ajax is to make Web pages feel more responsive by exchanging small amounts 

of data with the server behind the scenes, so that the entire Web page does not have to be 

reloaded each time the user makes small changes. This increases the Web page's 

interactivity, speed, and usability. 

The first article heralds Ajax from Garrett, "Ajax: A new approach to Web applications" 

(2005). In his essays, he defines Ajax as "Asynchronous JavaScript and XML"; it 

includes HTML and CSS, Dynamic HTML, XML, JavaScript, asynchronous data 

retrieval objects (XMLHttpRequest object), combines them together and incorporates 

them to create a powerful new interaction approach. He uses 5 phrases to explain Ajax 

(Garrett, 2005): 
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• Standards-based presentation using XHTML and CSS; 

• Dynamic display and interaction using Document Object Model; 

• Data interchange and manipulation using XML and XSL T; 

• Asynchronous data retrieval using XMLHttpRequest; 

• And JavaScript binding everything together. 

The basic Web application interface can be constructed with DHTML or CSS; the 

document object model (DOM) is used to provide a dynamic Website information 

solution and interactive user experience; the data format setting between client and server 

is XML or XSLT (Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations); XMLHttpRequest 

object is a key object for Asynchronous client/server communication; and JavaScript acts 

like a glue to bind all these components together. 

These characteristics explain differences between the Ajax Web application and 

traditional Web application. By using JavaScript to control submission and properties of 

XMLHttpRequest objects, Ajax allows JavaScript to initiate requests, asynchronous 

client/server communication, and partial loaded page updates. All functions combined 

together break down the traditional user interaction "click, wait, refresh" model cycle and 

reduces users' waiting time and increases the levels of interaction. 

Ajax is a style of Web application development that uses a mix of modem Web 

technologies to provide a more interactive user experience (Sayar, Pierce, & Fox, 2006). 

For "click, wait, and refresh" and "synchronous request/response" in classic Web 

applications, it means it is slow, unreliable, inefficient, and has low productivity. In the 

Ajax Web application approach, it alters these two basic behaviours to produce a new 

high performance and more interactive Web application model. 
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2.5 Ajax Engine 

Not only the communication model, but also the structured layers of Ajax are different 

from the traditional Web client-server communication model (Figure 2.6). Ajax has three 

structure layers: user interfaces, Ajax engine, and server (Figure 2.7). User interfaces and 

the Ajax engine run on the client side. 

User Interface 

HT r P 
Request 

HTML& 
JavaScript 
Response 

Web Server 

Server-side logic and 
data 

~.... .... • ./._ ... " 1 ... ,.. • .,. 

Figure 2.6: Classic Web Application 
Architecture (Wei, 2005) 

Ajax Engine App Logic 

HTTP 
Request 

HTML& 
JavaScript 
Response 

Web Server 

Figure 2.7: Ajax Architecture 

(Wei, 2005) 

Ajax engine as a middleware sitting between the client user interfaces (CUI) and the 

server. It controls the user interface and the data transmission between client and server, 

and also some logical functions . When the user initiates his/her request, this request will 

pass to the Ajax engine first, instead of the server directly in a traditional Client-Server 
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model. Then the Ajax engine will combine the data from the Web browser cache and the 

data from the server together to respond to the request. The main advantage of this 

combining data process is it may reduce the data size loading from the server, and 

increase the response speed. 

Besides, data transfer between the Ajax engine and server is text based XML files, not 

the whole new Web pages. These text based XML files only contain the content of the 

Web page; they do not include any Web page structure, colour or layout information. It 

also can reduce the client-server transfer volume and time. 

The key component of the Ajax approach is the Ajax engine. It is created by JavaScript, 

and saves as a JavaScript file. It usually uses these technologies to control the Web 

application: JavaScript, Document Object Model (DOM), Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), 

HTML, and the XMLHttpRequest Object (Figure 2.8). The Ajax engine can be loaded 

into the client side any time depending on the application designed. Sometimes, it is 

contained in first Website pages, or when the Web application starts. 

Figure 2.8: Ajax Engine 
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The XMLHttpRequest Object is an object of the JavaScript. Its specifications are defined 

an API that implements an interface exposed by a scripting engine that allows JavaScript 

to perform HTTP client functionality for transferring data between a client and a server, 

such as submitting form data or loading data from a server (W3C.org, 2007e). By using 

the XMLHttpRequest object, a Web developer can partially update the Webpage with 

data from the server after the page has loaded using asynchronous client-server 

communication. 

XMLHttpRequest objects can be used by JavaScript and other Web browser scripting 

languages to transfer XML and other text data to and from a Web server using HTTP, by 

establishing an independent communication channel between a Web page's Client-Side 

and Server-Side. The user's requests are received by the Ajax engine, the engine analyses 

the request and sends out a new request to the server; when the client sends out the 

request to the server by XMLHttpRequest object, the server will often fetch data 

information that came from back-end database and respond in XML data format to the 

client. 

The request from the user interface may ask for a whole new page, but new requests from 

the Ajax engine only ask for new content; the server returns the content back to the Ajax 

engine, without any page format or Webpage layout information. Next, the Ajax engine 

will use these contents to partially update the user interface through HTML, CSS, or 

DOM. 

In traditional HTML Web applications, as mentioned before, all the information is 

submitted from the user by using the "get" or "post" method. In other words, the 

"submit" action is manually controlled by the user's "click" action following the "click, 

wait, and refresh" interaction model. 
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But with Ajax, the JavaScript can directly communicate with the Web server through the 

XMLHttpRequest object. It means not only "click events" can activate submit action, but 

also other particular user's mouse or keyboard events can activate submit action, such as, 

onekeyup events, onekeydown events, onechange events, and so on. XMLHttpRequest 

objects allow asynchronously sent out requests to the server. The requests can be sent out 

continuously when a user triggers the event, and one does not need to wait until the 

previous request returns before sending out another request. 

The whole picture of the Ajax approach looks like this: an Ajax engine controls the 

XMLHttpRequest object and is used to asynchronously obtain the latest data or send out 

the user information between the Web browser and the server. When the new content 

arrives, JavaScript uses the XMLHttpRequest Object to partially load the Web page using 

DOM and CSS to supply congruous user interface or Website style. 

2.6 Mobile environment 

Mobile devices and wireless networks are changing rapidly these days. If applying Ajax 

to mobile devices, mobile environment research is necessary. 

2.6.1 Mobile devices 

The key advantages of mobile devices are that they are small, moveable and wireless. In 

addition, the latest mobile devices have more powerful processors, bigger display screens 

or multi-screens, colourful user interfaces and integration of multi-communication 

technology (E.g. Bluetooth, USB, Wi-Fi, etc). The latest mobile devices not only have 

stylish designs, but also provide us richer user experiences to satisfy our daily lives. 

Mobile phones and PDAs are the most popular mobile devices today. 
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Figure 2.9: Mobile phones (Evolution) 

Mobile phone 

A mobile phone, also known as a cell phone, is a portable mobile device allowing the 

user to make a call in the cell's signal area, even if the user is moving. The first 

generation mobile phone used analogue signals; the second generation digital signal is 

used and more functions were added into mobile phones, for example SMS (Short 

Message Service) for text messaging between mobile phones, MMS (Multimedia 

Message Service) for phone and video messaging service (Figure 2.9). 

The mobile phone industry is one of the hottest industries in the world today. There are 

around 2.4 billion mobile phones around the world, and about 800 million sold in 2005; 

meanwhile, just 200 million PC's were sold in 2005 (BBC.corn, 2006), and more than 

123 million smart phones were sold in the same year. 

Smart Phone and PDAs 

Personal digital assistants (PDAs) are referred to as hand-held computers, and also pocket 

computers. As a computer, it offers a lot of functions that can help you to manage your 

daily life in digital ways, such as: a calendar your diary; sending and receiving E-mail for 

your communication; accessing the Internet; recording video; editing documents by PDA 
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office software; playing computer games; listening to music or radio; and even locating 

yourself by using the Global Positioning System (GPS) (Figure 2.10). 

Latest technologies provide many more functions on PDAs; you can enjoy media, share 

your files or access the Internet via Wi-Fi technology or Wireless Wide-Area Network 

(WW AN). When the mobile phone and PDA combine together (smart-phones), you can 

make a call on your PDA. Most PDAs or smart-phones use touch screen technology to 

enhance their usability. 

Figure 2.10: Personal digital assistants (PDAs) with GPS 

The boundaries between mobile phones and smart phones or PDAs have become more 

and more close. Both of them have cameras, more than 32k colour screens; even touch 

screens are not rare in the market today; various data connections including GPRS 

(Brasche & Walke, 1997) and Wireless Fidelity(Wi-Fi). All of these features allow 

dreams to come true - browse any Website on your mobile phone. 

2.6.2 Mobile technology 

There are a lot of mobile technologies developed by companies or organizations. It is 

difficult to say which one is the best or worst, and it is hard to classify them by 

technology. But, at the most basic level, mobile technologies have gone through four 

"generations". 
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l .OG - Analogue. The first generation mobile phone network; the key feature of this 

generation is it uses analogue signals to transfer the conversation. 

2.0G - Digital. Using digital signals to transfer the conversation is the most different 

feature from the first generation. 

2.5G - It is still considered as second generation, because it still uses a digital signal. 

Compared with the 2G, 2.5G uses packet switching instead of circuit switching, 

but the transfer speed is not very high, usually about 20kbps and up to 100kbps, 

such as, CDMAone, Digital AMPS, GSM/GPRS (Brasche & Walke, 1997). 

3.0G - The third generation of digital networks can provide a much faster data transfer 

rate than 2.5G. For example, UMTS can support up to 14.0Mbps in theory; 

HSDPA provides improved down-link performance ofup to 14.4 Mbit/s 

theoretically. 

Today the most common mobile connection type uses a GSM/GPRS network. To study 

on the Ajax mobile performance over the 3G wireless network may gain much attention 

in the future. But, for now, our study is based on GSM/GPRS network, there are some 

reasons. First, the GSM/GPRS network coverage has more wide coverage than the 3G 

network. For New Zealand Vodafone, GSM network can reach 97% of New Zealander, 

3G network covers 57% of New Zealander (Vodafone New Zealand, 2007). Second, 3G 

is not a wireless network technology name; it includes many different network 

technologies, e.g. WCDMA (Wideband Code Division Multiple Access) or refers to as 

3GSM, EV-DO, UMTS, or HSDPA. There are too many 3G standard or technologies 

around the world and none of them are worldwide standard yet. Finally, 3G handset is 

more expensive than the GSM handset. 

However, all the wireless networks are high latency network. GPRS link latency is very 

high, 600ms-3000ms for the downlink and 400ms-1300ms on the uplink. Round-trip 
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latencies are lOOOms or more (R. Chakravorty, Cartwright, & Pratt, 2002). In a lab test 

environment, CNN's (CNN.corn) download time over GPRS using Mozilla (Mozilla, 

2007) in a desktop computer is around 125 seconds and 170 seconds (Rajiv Chakravorty 

& Pratt, 2002). 

But, the latency is not improving with increased bandwidth, and deploying a 3G mobile 

phone network is not very helpful (Hunaiti, Garaj, Balachandran, & Cecelja, 2005) e.g. 

TCP initial time on GPR is 5-7 seconds, but the TCP initial on 3GSM is up to 12-15 

seconds (Nortel, 2007). The Ajax engine only fetches useful data when the application 

request, these request may be not continuously. Then, the mobile device may need to 

setup the TCP connection for each request; the long initial time may slow down the 

whole Ajax system. 

So, we are using Vodafone New Zealand GPRS network as our test bed wireless network, 

because it is wildly used, more cheaper and has fast initial time. 

2.6.3 Mobile Web browser 

Nokia studies of S60 Smartphone users show browsing is generating over 60% of data 

traffic (Nokia, 2005). Today, hundreds of mobile phones are available on the market, and 

more and more mobile phones are offering mobile browsers. A mobile Web browser is a 

Web browser designed for mobile devices, such as mobile phones, PDAs, or PPC (Pocket 

PCs). These mobile Web browsers are device-oriented. They need to be optimized or 

modified for the devices they are going to run on, because different vendor's mobile 

phones have different kinds of hardware and embedded operating systems and 

applications. 
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There is no certainly standard for mobile development; each mobile phone or mobile 

device is unique. To illustrate, the size of the screen is different- N70 uses 176 x 208 

pixels, 35 x 41 mm TFT, 256K colour screen, but Motorola RAZR2 V8 uses a 2.2" 

QVGA (320 x 240 pixels) internal display, 262K colour screen. Their display size and 

resolution are totally different. Not only is the hardware different for each mobile phone, 

but also the operating system is different. N70 uses Symbian OS 8.la, Series 60 UI as its 

operating system; Motorola RAZR2 V8 uses Linux as it operating system. So, from 

hardware to software, there is no application or Web browser and both run on both 

mobile phones without any optimized or modified applications. 

There are many mobile phones with portable Web browsers available on the market 

today, and some mobile Web browsers were developed to adapt to mobiles, such as 

Opera Mini, Opera mobile, NetFront, Nokia's S60 browser, Pocket Internet Explorer and 

so on. 

Opera Mobile & Opera Mini 

Opera Mobile (Figure 2.11) and Opera Mini are the Web browsers developed by Opera 

software. Both of them aim to allow mobile device user to surf on the Internet by using 

their mobile phone. Although, they all come from Opera Software, they have some 

differences. 

Opera Mini is a thin-client-side application Web browser. All requests from Opera mini 

will go to an Opera remote proxy server, and pass through to the destination Web server. 

All the response from the destination Web server will reach the Opera remote proxy 

server first, and then the Opera proxy server will compress the Web content to reduce the 

size of data transfers, and enable a fast browsing experience at low costs even on simpler 
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phones. They call it Mini Technology which means Opera mm1 can only support 

whatever the proxy support. It can't support Ajax approach yet. 

f ~ I 1:Cflfl.com - Trml ~ b ~~0 X 
·- -

, · •. • l 4 

Figure 2.11 : Opera mobile Web browser (multi-tabs) 

Opera Mobile is a stand-alone Web browser that can run on your Windows mobile and 

S60 3rd edition mobile. It can access the Internet directly from your mobile phone and 

does not require any proxy sitting in the middle. Opera Mobile can fully support the latest 

and hottest technology on the desktop: CSS, JavaScript, Ajax, etc. and all of the features 

and the existing operator services based on the W AP 2.0 protocols. 

Opera Mobile is the only true mobile browser to support both full Web browsing together 

with existing operator services based on the WAP 2.0 protocol. 

Nokia's S60 mobile browser 

Nokia's S60 browser is not the official name of this browser; we call it that because it is 

an embedded mobile Web browser for all the S60 3rd edition mobile phones. This Web 

browser aims to offer users a premium solution for mobile phone Web browsing. Its 

exclusive feature is the "minimap", which allows users to see the whole Web page as a 

small thumbnail (Figure 2.12). 
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Figure 2.12: S60 Web mobile browser (minimap, full-screen, Ajax) 

This S60 Web browser is based on the WebCore and JavaScriptCore components of 

Apple's Safari Web Kit. It can support HTML4.01; XHTML 1.0; CSS 1, 2, 3; DOM 1, 2; 

JavaScript 1.5 and the most important for our research - Ajax. Surprisingly, however the 

S60 Web browser did not work very well with our Ajax Webpage Website. 

Microsoft Internet Explorer mobile 

Microsoft Internet Explorer mobile is a Web browser that allows users to enjoy a rich 

Web experience as if they are using Internet Explorer (Figure 2.13) on their desktop. 

Internet Explorer Mobile supports most of the Web technology and it can connect to the 

Internet without any middleware or proxy to modify the Web content. Some base 

technologies support by IEM are SSL, HTML 4.0, XHTML, CSS, Cookies, and, of 

course, Ajax. 
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Figure 2.13 : Microsoft Internet Explorer mobile browser 

Other mobile Web browsers 

There are some other mobile Web browsers that unfortunately do not support Ajax 

technology so far, such as, NetFront, Openwave, Teleca's Obigo, etc. 

There are some considerations for choosing a mobile Web browser when implementing 

Ajax. The mobile Web browser must support JavaScrip, especially XmlHttpRequest 

object. It also needs to support DOM, CSS and XML. On the other hand, the 

compatibility problem is very important in mobile devices . A test based on stand-alone 

mobile Web browsers is more useful than a special-made Web browser. 

Opera Mobile, Nokia's S60 Browser, Microsoft Internet Explorer Mobile announced that 

they are supporting JavaScript and Ajax. More and more mobile browsers are announcing 

support for Ajax (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML); one of the major reason affecting 

the acceptability for Ajax at the beginning, the Cross-Web browser compatibilities 

problem, has been solved. 
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2.7 Alternative approaches to Ajax 

As outlined before, the Ajax approach allows users to enjoy a rich Web experience on 

their Web browser; it also changes developers' habits, and a more user friendly interface 

will be applied to Website development. The advantages of Ajax look attractive for 

everyone; now the Ajax approach can be applied to more and more technologies, such as, 

Java, JavaScript, and ActionScript (Flash). These technologies can be used to create the 

Ajax engine, but still have some differences. 

There is no thing or technology that is perfect for everything; every technology has its 

own strengths and weaknesses. Understanding the strengths and weaknesses for each 

Ajax technology can help us to decide the best approach for different Websites or Web 

applications. 

2.7.1 Java/XML approach 

Java Ajax means instead of JavaScript, using Java as the base language to create an Ajax 

engine to achieve the same features of Ajax, such as, asynchronous client-server 

communication and partial user interface update. There are a lot of resources for this Java 

Ajax approach (ajaxpatterns.org, 2007), AJAX JSP Tag Library(ajaxtags.sourceforge.net, 

2007), JSON, Echo2, etc. 

Strengths: 

Java language is a binary execution, multi-threaded computing, and platform-independent 

object-oriented programming language. The natural programming language allows it to 

deliver good performance and complicate functionality applications, and these 

applications can be easy to maintain or update. The application can be adapted to other 

platforms easily. Team work is normal in object-oriented programming language 

development. 
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Weakness: 

It requires JVM (Java vital machine) for program running. 

2.7.2 Macromedia's Flash and ActionScript approach 

Before Ajax show up in 2005, Macromedia's Flash stood on the top of the user interface 

chain; it provided the best user Web experience by embedding SWF (SWF File Format 

Specification from Adobe documents the file format that plays back in the Adobe Flash 

Player.) in to the Web browser. It also provided similar features as Ajax, using Flash as a 

user interface and ActionScript as logic controller. 

Strengths: 

Very good and pretty graphics and animations can apply into the Website. Users can 

enjoy some wonderful user experiences including sound or video on Flash Websites. 

Weaknesses: 

ActionScript code is not a strict programming and design standard. It is hard to maintain 

is not designed for team development, and has performance and functionality limitations. 

For dynamic content generation, SWF is a pre-complied format; there is no language that 

can dynamically change its content. Additionally, there is a lack of complete HTML, CSS 

support issues. 
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CHAPTER 3: LITERATURE REVIEW 

Ancient saying: "The remembrance of the past is the teacher of the future ". 

Most of the mobile learning published papers are interesting in the basic concept of the 

mobile learning strategy; others are forces on the mobile learning model and framework, 

or how to create a good structure of mobile learning system. The technology-orient paper 

for mobile learning is not very popular in mobile learning domain. 

Ajax is a new technology for Web developers, so published academic resources are 

limited. Mainly, these resources can be divided into two aspects, Ajax implementation 

and Ajax application performance measurement. Most of these articles focus on 

introducing Ajax, such as, what Ajax is, how Ajax works; or what Ajax can or cannot do. 

Some articles focus on how to implement Ajax technology into some particular software 

or technologies, for example, combining Ajax with encryption, or groupware, or GIS 

visualization Web services. Just a few articles are related to the Ajax performance, or an 

approach about how to compare the basic HTML and the new Ajax. 

3.1 Mobile learning 

The combination of wireless telecommunication and mobile computing is resulting in 

escalating transformation of educational world (Alexander, 2004). The growth and rapid 

evaluation of the wireless technology have created new opportunities anytime and 

anywhere learning paradigm (Seong, 2006). 

The mobile learning concept is still developing, different defined announce by 

researchers. Pinkert, Hoppe, Milrad and Perez (2003) define it as an e-leaming that uses 
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mobile devices and wireless transmission; Polsani (2003) define it as a form of education 

whose site of production, circulation, and consumption is the network; Traxler (2005), 

who defines m-learning as any educational provision where the sole or dominant 

technologies are handheld or palmtop devices; Sharples (2005) define it as a process of 

coming to know, by which learners in cooperation with their peers and teachers, construct 

transiently stable interpretations of their world. 

Mobile learning is different from our traditional learning expenence; it has its own 

problems and limitations. Mobile learner or Elearner may feel uncomfortable, because 

the learner cannot have face-to-face interaction with teachers or other students (Stodel, 

Thompson, & MacDonald, 2006). Mobile learning is mainly a time-constrained exercise 

with lightweight content-oriented instruction (Berri, Benlamri, & Atif, 2006). 

And there are a lot ofresearch in mobile learning domain (Attewell & Savill-Smith, 2003 ; 

Berri, Benlamri, & Atif, 2006; Caudill, 2007; JISC, 2005; Peters, 2007). All of these the 

mobile learning studies can be categorised to 6 aspects (John Traxler, 2007): 

• Technology-driven 

• Miniature but portable e-Learning 

• Connected classroom learning 

• Informal, personalised, situated mobile learning 

• Mobile training /performance support 

• Remote/ rural / development mobile learning 

These 6 aspects and from the design process point of view (Berri, Benlamri, & Atif, 

2006), there are three major categories: pedagogical learning models, adapt into mobile 

environments and the technically problem. Current, most of the mobile learning studies 

are creating a framework, pedagogical learning models, or learning portals. 
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These are some useful mobile frameworks and model designs (Brown, Ryu, & Parsons, 

2006; Nakahara, Hisamatsu, Yaegashi, & Yamauchi, 2005; Mike Sharples, Corlett, & 

Westmancott, 2002). 

The technical support for the Web-based mobile learning has been sparsely explored. A 

mobile learning system using "Instant Messaging" and wireless network (GSM/GPRS 

and 802.11 Wi-Fi) is developed by Kadirie (2007). This system is Web-based system the 

kernel of the system Instant Messaging server is created by Java. Leamer uses mobile 

Web browser to login to this learning system to chat or view other learners' messages. 

And other mobile learning technically paper is form Seong (2006), He developed a 

mobile learning course manager portal to demonstrate and exemplify the usability 

guidelines proposed. Another Java + XML mobile learning example is from Kukka and 

Ojala (2006), They are using a real database for Digital Oulu Cultural developed a 

W eh-based application that allow user use the database on both desktop and mobile 

devices. And in the end they conducted a usability test for the mobile system and the 

users have found their system is useful, usable and suitable for mobile devices based on 

the gathered data. 

A Web-based collaborative learning sites has the bulletin board system (BBS) and allow 

learners to interact, exchange information, engage in discussion, and collaborate on 

projects (Nakahara, Hisamatsu, Yaegashi, & Yamauchi, 2005). Other good technical 

examples are (Cao, Tin, McGreal, Ally, & Coffey, 2006; W.-P. Lee & Lu, 2003; Theng 

et al., 2007). They are all using the Web-based technologies plus the mobile Web 

browser or mobile application to develop their mobile learning system. 
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These Web-based mobile learning systems used traditional synchronous client-server 

application architecture to develop the mobile learning system. These mobile learning 

systems usually using the GSM/GPRS network for long distance mobile learning, 

their system performances are based on the GPRS network status. But in most case, the 

Web application performance over GPRS network is not good (R. Chakravorty, 

Cartwright, & Pratt, 2002; Rajiv Chakravorty & Pratt, 2002; Stuckmann, Ehlers, & 

Wouters, 2002), as long as the GPRS network is a high latency wireless network and the 

Web application is using the "synchronous request/response model". To improve the 

mobile learning system performance needs to update the entire GPRS wireless network or 

to apply some new approach into the Web-base mobile learning system. Ajax approach 

may be a good idea. 

3.2 Ajax Implementation 

Just after Garrett's essay, the Ajax concept was widely accepted by Web application 

developers and Web designers. Today, researchers are interested in how to implement 

Ajax in to the real Web application realm. Are there any quantifiable benefits for end 

users and business, which include improved usability and faster applications? 

Lerner published a series of articles called "At the Forge"(Lerner, 2006a, , 2006b, , 

2006c, , 2006d, , 2007a, , 2007b); this series begins with an article, "Beginning Ajax", 

that teaches you how to implement the Ajax technology into a Website. It is good for the 

beginner and outlines the important things for Ajax development and what kind of 

problems you may face during the Ajax Website development. 

In real Ajax Web application development, Ajax developers are facing challenges. 

Rosenberg (2007), lead interaction designer for the new Yahoo mail system, shows us 

some drawbacks, when they were developing this new mail system. The first drawback is 
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the progress and activity indication. For the old style Webpage, the Webpage is either 

completed or the page is loading. But in the Ajax environment, after the whole page 

download is completed, it still can be updated part by part. In this scenario, telling users 

what the Webpage or JavaScript is doing is important, especially if the update will take 

an unpredictably long time (Rosenberg, 2007). Rosenberg and his team developed an 

asynchronous progress spinner to solve this indication problem. The spinner will note to 

the user what the JavaScript is doing in the background. 

The second drawback is related to the "back" button (Rosenberg, 2007). For some record, 

about 40% of clicks on the traditional Webpage clicks on the "back" button, when they 

want to go back to the previous page. However the "back" button does not work as it 

used to in the Ajax platform. They are still working on the "back" button solution. On the 

other hand, a bible of Ajax "Ajax in Action" suggests a solution for the "back" button. 

Other articles focus on how to implement Ajax in some particular applications, not only 

the Web application, but also the desktop application. Some researchers from Indiana 

University (Sayar, Pierce, & Fox, 2006), improved normal GIS (Geographic information 

systems) by using the Ajax model, compared with the old GIS, the new Web-based GIS 

provides high usability and performance increases. 

Network security is becoming more and more important these days; most of the 

researchers are looking at the threat from viruses, spyware and online fraud. Ryan and 

Reid (2006) developed encryption email agents offering users desktop-like interaction 

experienced by the Ajax model (Ryan & Reid, 2006). This system overcomes the 

usability problems for normal email systems. "Ajax Security in Groupware" is a paper 

evaluating the Ajax platform, that came up with some solutions for a special focus on the 

context of groupware (Sonntag, 2006). 
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Before the Web or desktop development, a good architectural style is very important, 

especially, migrating a multi-page style Web application to one-page multi-update Ajax 

Web application(Mesbah & Van Deursen, 2007a). Framework can help developers to 

avoid the complexity of Ajax development and provide a platform for developers, such as, 

Web browser compatibility, process/thread racing, user indication problems and so on. 

There are some frameworks for this: Echo2, GWT (Google Web Toolkit)(Goth & 

Costlow, 2007), BackBase, and SPIAR(Mesbah & Van Deursen, 2007b). 

An instead of implementing the Ajax technology is implementing an Ajax function into 

the Web browser would be an interesting idea. Researchers from Japan propose a new 

Web browser can partially update a Web page, also supporting asynchronous 

communication with Web server computers like the Ajax approach (Hanakawa & 

Ikemiya, 2006). They apply the Ajax approach with asynchronous communication model 

to a Web browser instead of the Web application itself. Their Web browser can improve 

the operation that is equivalent to the operation of desktop applications without revising 

program codes of the Web application. It also can partially update the Web page even 

though the Web application does not adopt the Ajax approach. 

3.3 Ajax performance on the desktop 

All Ajax implementation articles are telling us that Ajax can significantly improve the 

Web application performance. But none of these articles are experimenting or measuring 

the comparative performance between the traditional HTML approach and Ajax approach. 

Then there is a question mark, when we are developing Ajax base application. Ajax, is it 

that good? 

Previous research suggests that Ajax can significantly improve web application 

performance on the desktop. One commonly cited Ajax performance evaluation is the 
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one reported by White (White, 2005). In his study, the Ajax application transferred on 

average just 27% of the bytes that were transferred by a traditional HTML application. 

Not only was there an improvement in the transferred byte volume, but there was also an 

improvement in performance, a 68% overall improvement in data transfer time. But these 

two applications used in this study, however, did not have the same user interface. The 

users' skill levels and training were also not assessed in the report, and these factors may 

have affected the experimental outcomes. 

A more controlled Ajax performance measurement comes from Smullen and Smullen 

(2006). They compared the client-side performance of a real-life HTML application and 

an Ajax application that implemented the same user interface. In this case, the variable of 

training and users' skill level can be ignored. Experimental data was collected on the 

performance of each when presented with the same set of 110 tasks. Performance 

measures were computed for the HTML application and for the Ajax application. 

Later they extended their study by collecting data on a statistically significant sample size 

and included server performance results. Response size and service time performance 

measures computed for the applications provided significant performance improvements 

in response size for the Ajax application (56%), thereby reducing bandwidth 

requirements. Ajax provided a mean service time improvement of approximately 16% 

(Smullen & Smullen, 2007). 

Another paper about the Ajax performance on desktop environment is from University of 

Rome Tor Vergata, using Ajax approach to developed a Web-chat application, and 

compared the Qos between a traditional client-server web chat model and the 

asynchronous one implemented using the Ajax model (Angelaccio & Buttarazzi, 2006). 

In particular, they have forced values greater than 10 chat-messages per second in the 

AJAX client by obtaining as saturation level in correspondence of values 18-20 
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chat-message/sec. Ajax application faster than traditional application by reducing the 

unnecessary network traffic. 

Although Ajax performance has been measured on the desktop, there is no currently 

available performance measurement research about Ajax on mobile devices. Therefore 

we do not know if it can improve mobile Web-based application performance, or indeed 

if Ajax is effective in the mobile environment. Therefore this study focuses on measuring 

Ajax performance in the context of the mobile Internet. 

In summary, all of these Ajax technologies or concepts are measured based on desktop 

computer environment. Ajax is a client-side technology which means when the platform 

moves from the desktop to your mobile devices, as long as the client platform is changed, 

the results may be different. 

3.4 WWW performance over GPRS network 

Huge amounts of resources relating to mobile technology and mobile application 

development has been done which is going to make our mobile devices more powerful to 

do more work for us, and to make our lives easier. 

Most of the research is related to the application on the mobile devices, such as 

enhancing an E-commerce course by using W AP programming (Rahul, 2001 ), an online 

instructional testing in a mobile environment(Cerise, Gail, Terry, & Nelson, 2003), and 

even and gaming system for 3G-Networks (Akkawi, Schaller, Wellnitz, & Wolf, 2005). 

But all these developments are based on simulated mobile network environments. In fact, 

the GPRS still need to do some modifications to give mobile Web applications better 

support. 
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A lot of work has been done for the mobile phone network to make it more efficient. 

Some papers analyzed the performance of GSM/GPRS mobile phone network 

performance, and came up with solutions to increase GPRS network performance by 

using the Multi-slot (Zhang & Soong, 2004). Another way to improve the GPRS is by 

using the dynamic simulator models. In their study, a set of optimized and tuned 

parameters are suggested, which could help operators to go towards more aggressive 

network deployments with more advanced RRM schemes and at the same time provide 

higher quality of service (QoS) to the end users with maximized capacity (Che, 

Hamalainen, Ryynanen, & Moisio, 2003). And to estimate the GPRS performance, one of 

the approximation methods is introduced by Shaoji Ni and Sven-Gustav Haggman; this 

method is used for evaluating the GPRS performance of single-slot service in the variable 

radio resource (Ni & Haggman, 1999). 

But the WWW performance over real-life GPRS network is very disappointing for most 

of the users and researchers, especially, TCP/IP Internet protocol performance over 

GPRS network. TCP protocol needs to initialize before it starts to transfer actual data; the 

process takes over 7 seconds to expand the congestion window sufficiently to enable the 

connection when the initial connection request was made (Rajiv Chakravorty, Clark, & 

Pratt, 2003). 

In short, the current mobile network environment is not very good or acceptable for the 

mobile Web application users, some works still needs to be done to the mobile Web 

application for users to really accept the mobile Web application. 
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CHAPTER4:METHOD0LOGY 

Ancient saying: "Deliberate in counsel, prompt in action. " 

This chapter outlines the design research method which is used in the research, describes 

what it is and why we use the method, and the process of using the method in this 

research. 

4.1 What is the design research method? 

Design - to invent and bring into being; it means creating something new that does not 

exist in nature (Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2007). The general design research process is also 

the process generating and accumulating knowledge process. As Owen ( 1997) said: 

Knowledge is generated and accumulated through action. Doing something and 

judging the results is the general model . . . the process is shown as a cycle in 

which knowledge is used to create works, and works are evaluated to build 

knowledge. 

The design research method process has 5 basic steps: awareness of problem, suggestion, 

development, evaluation, and conclusion (Figure 4.1) 
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Figure 4.1: Reasoning in the Design Cycle 

In this model all designs begin with awareness of a problem. Design research is 

sometimes called "Improvement Research" and this designation emphasizes the problem

solving/performance-improving nature of the activity. Suggestions for a problem solution 

are abductively drawn from the existing knowledge/theory base for the problem area 

(Pierce, 1931 ). An attempt at implementing an artefact according to the suggested 

solution is performed next. This stage is shown as "development" in the diagram. 

Partially or fully successful implementations are then "evaluated" (according to the 

functional specification implicit or explicit in the suggestion). "Development, evaluation 

and further suggestions" are frequently iteratively performed in the course of the research 

( design) effort. The basis of the iteration, the flow from partial completion of the cycle 

back to awareness of the problem, is indicated by the circumscription arrow. Conclusion 

indicates termination of a specific design project (V aishnavi & Kuechler, 2007). 

4.2 Why use the design research method? 

According to the March and Smith (1995), there are four outputs for the design research 

method: constructs, models, methods, and instantiations. Later, Rossi and Sein (2003) 
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and Purao (2002) have set forth their own list of design research outputs. However, they 

can be mapped directly to March and Smith's list as fifth output, better theories (Table 

4.1). 

Table 4.1: The outputs of design research 

butput [Description 

1 !Constructs The conceptual vocabulary of a domain 

~ Models A set of propositions or statements expressing relationships between 

constructs 
~ 

3 Methods IA set of steps used to perform a task - how-to knowledge 

~ Instantiations rrhe operationalization of constructs, models and methods. 

5 Better theories !Artefact construction as analogous to experimental natural science 

In this research, the main target is to measure the performance of the Ajax enabled 

Website on mobile devices over the TCP/IP GPRS network. Ajax is the latest approach 

that can significantly improve the Website user interaction experience and reduce the 

transmission usage (Smullen & Smullen, 2007). But all the performance measurements 

are based on desktop computers or PCs; they did not measure the performance on mobile 

devices, especially on mobile devices over the GPRS mobile phone network. 

In order to measure the Ajax performance, we need to develop an Ajax enabled Website 

and a non-Ajax Website first, then, measure their performance over a GPRS network on 

mobile devices. It means a better theory will be created and measurement on this output 

fit the output of design research. A conclusion will address in the end whether mobile 

Ajax provides measurable advantages over non-Ajax mobile applications. 
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4.3 Apply design research method process in this research 

For this research, we are not only applying Ajax approach to a mobile learning system, 

we are also interesting in the performance difference between the Web-based Ajax 

mobile learning system and the traditional Web-based mobile learning system. We are 

doing iteration once with two evaluations (technical performance measures and usability 

test) . These mobile learning system performance measures evaluation results can be used 

in the further research. 

According to the design research process, there are 5 steps of this Ajax performance 

design research, and each step has its own output (Figure 4.2). They are awareness of 

problem, suggestion, development, evaluation (quantitative and qualitative), and 

conclusion. 
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Figure 4.2: The General Methodology of Design Research 

Awareness of problem 

In the past few years, more than one billion people used the Internet, and that is about 

two times the amount of usage in 2000. Africa and Middle East recorded exceeding 

400% increases (Internet Usage Statistics, 2007). Meanwhile, worldwide mobile phone 
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sales totalled 816.6 million units in 2005, a 21 percent increase from 2004 (Gartner, 

2006). In 2006, this number surpassed 990.8 million (Gartner, 2007). As the amount of 

Internet and mobile users increase, more and more mobile phone vendors are integrating 

Internet access functions into their mobile units. Mobile Internet access accounts today 

for only a small proportion of Internet users. However, wireless Internet access devices 

are becoming increasingly popular. In the business realm, Internet and mobile technology 

can also help companies keep in touch with travelling staff by Internet and email 

On the other hand, worldwide mobile phone sales totalled 816.6 million units in 2005, a 

21 percent increase from 2004 (Gartner, 2006). In 2006, this number surpassed 990.8 

million (Gartner, 2007). Using GPRS network to access Internet on their mobile device 

become more and more popular. 

But, using mobile phones to surf the Internet is different from using desktop or laptop 

computers. Due to the limitations of mobile phone Web applications and hardware 

weaknesses, people cannot enjoy Web surfing in wireless mobile phones due to small 

screens, high network latency, small bandwidth, interface complexity and so on. What 

can we do to improve the mobile Web user' s experience? 

Suggestions 

In 2005, Garrett introduced us to a new Web approach, Ajax. After that a lot of 

researchers and developers began using the Ajax approach to develop their new 

generation Website or Web applications on desktop. As outlined in the literature review, 

most of the articles and papers only focus on how to implement the Ajax approach in 

their research, and stated that Ajax can improve the Website or Web application 

performance, but did not provide any evidence or measurement process to support their 

thesis. Only a few papers from Smullen and Smullen (2006; , 2007) provided the 

measurement process for Ajax to support that Ajax application performance is better than 
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traditional application on the desktop. All of these researches are based on the desktop 

environment and using wire-cable as the connection medium, the Ajax Web-based 

application performance over the wireless network still uncover. 

Ajax can significantly reduce the transmission volumes and improve the user's 

experience on the desktop environment. Meanwhile, Web-based mobile application needs 

some solutions to reduce the transmit volumes and provide better user experience. Can 

we deploy the Ajax approach to the mobile environment? If we do, what is the result? We 

expect that an Ajax Web-based application provides acceptable user experience for 

mobile Web-based application users, e.g. Web-based mobile learning system user, and 

reduce the wireless network transmission volumes and frequency. 

Development 

Two mobile quiz learning Web applications will be developed by Ajax approach and 

non-Ajax approach. The first Web-based mobile quiz learning system is Ajax enabled 

Web application; the second Web-based mobile quiz learning system is using the 

traditional ASP (Active Server Pages) Web technology to develop. 

Although these two Web applications use different technologies, they have the same user 

interface. We are interesting in the performance of these two Web applications, to avoid 

other ingredients to affect the system performance, such as user interface. Using the same 

user interface, to avoid the risk of training for different user interfaces or confusing the 

users is necessary. And they can be accessed from the same device, from desktop 

computer or mobile devices (e.g. mobile phone, PDA, Pocket PCs). 

So, there are some requires for these Web-based mobile learning system. First, they must 

have the same user interface. Second, the learning process must the same including the 
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same questions and answers. Third, they use different technologies. Finally, they can be 

access from the mobile devices over the GPRS network. 

Evaluation 

After the development, we will evaluate these two Web-based mobile learning 

application performances from three aspects: theoretical evaluation, real-life performance 

evaluation, and usability testing. 

Theoretical evaluation (quantitative study) 

This means emulate the whole user's visit in the Website process and calculate all the 

data on paper to find out whether these systems are fitted into our design (the same 

interface, the technology is different, etc ). 

First, we assume there is a user visiting the Website or Web application by Web browser, 

according to the development information, and predict the data transfer usage between 

Web server and mobile Web browser. Then, compare the ASP Web application's data 

with Ajax enabled Web application's data. According to these data, modify or improve 

the Website; this can be considered a tentative evaluation. 

Real-life computer logging evaluation (quantitative study) 

Set up a test bed (mobile device - GPRS network - Web server) for real user visit action, 

and upload the Web application into Internet Web server. Test these Web applications 

over GPRS network on mobile device and collect all the data transfer information data 

between Web server and client from Web server log. Finally, we analyse data from the 

log to evaluate the Ajax and non-Ajax Web application performance over the GPRS 

network. 

User evaluation - observational usability test (qualitative study) 
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A small group of users will be invited for an observational usability test. "Cooperative 

evaluation", a variation of "think aloud" observational techniques will be implemented in 

this small group of usability tests. 

They will be asked to visit both Ajax and non-Ajax Websites on different performances 

(I-mate SP5 mobile smart phone), and they can say anything related to Websites when 

they are visiting. All comments will be collected and analysed, especially the comments 

for the Website performance. 

This user evaluation attempts to answer this question: Does the user think Ajax is better 

than non-Ajax M-Learning Website? Which one do they prefer? If Ajax is better than 

non-Ajax, is it significantly improving the Website performance the same as the real-life 

computer logging evaluation, or just slightly improved the performance, too small to be 

noticed by the mobile Web Internet users. 

Conclusion 

After the evaluation, the performance of the Ajax Web-based mobile learning system is 

very clear now. Combining the three aspects (theoretical, real-life, usability) of the 

evaluation provides a conclusion for this research and outlines the limitation of this study. 

4.4 User evaluation design 

To evaluate the Ajax Website and non-Ajax Website performance over the mobile 

devices, we implemented within-subject design as our experiment design methodology, 

using the "cooperative evaluation" and the "post-task walkthrough" as our observational 

techniques. 

4.4.1 Within-subject design 
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Because the goal of this user usability test is to find out "Can Ajax Web application 

provide better Website performance that good enough to notice by end-client users?", 

then, first we need to measure Website performance, Is Ajax web application better than 

the ASP web application or equal the same. Second, we also need to measure the 

preference data to avoid the new technology have to use by users. That is about which 

system user prefer, the Ajax or the ASP. 

For a small group usability test and the requests of your evaluation, the with-in subject 

design is suitable for our usability test. In a within-subjects design, the values of the 

dependent variable for a task or a set of tasks are compared with the values for another 

task or another set of tasks within one participant's data. In other words, within-subjects 

designs are designs in which the same variable is measured repeatedly on the same 

participant under different task conditions (Ergosoft Laboratories, 2003). 

The advantage of within-subject design is, first, need fewer numbers of participants; 

second, and can get the preference data and the get comparison data. Applying within 

subject design in this usability test, participants need to complete the same task on both 

Websites. User ' s task is finish all 5 multi-choice questions on the Website, the questions 

are equated in difficulty (Appendix 7). 

Since, users have experience on both Websites; they can compare these two Websites and 

make some statement. Meanwhile, we can collect the performance data (Task completion 

time). To avoid user transfer learning from the first Website, we provide user a Demo 

Website with the same interface but different questions that help user to get familiar with 

the test device and the task process. 

4.4.2 Observational Techniques 
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A popular way to gather information about actual use of a system is to observe users 

interaction with it. Think aloud protocol is a method used to gather data in usability 

testing in product design and development, in psychology and a range of social sciences. 

The think-aloud method was developed by Clayton Lewis(Lewis & Rieman, 1993). 

Think aloud (also spelled think-aloud) protocols involve participants thinking aloud as 

they are performing a set of specified tasks. Users are asked to say whatever they are 

looking at, thinking, doing, and feeling, as they go about their task. This enables 

observers to see first-hand the process of task completion (rather than only its final 

product). Observers at such a test are asked to objectively take notes of everything that 

user's say, without attempting to interpret their actions and words. Test sessions are often 

recorded and videotaped so that developers can go back and refer to what participants did, 

and how they reacted. The purpose of this method is to make explicit what is implicitly 

present in subjects who are able to perform a specific task. 

The ' Cooperative Evaluation' is a variation of 'Think aloud' observational techniques. 

The advantage of cooperative evaluation is simply, and encouraged the user to be a 

collaborator in the evaluation. It allows user to ask the evaluator any question if a 

problem arise . The relaxation environment have some advantages, first, it can reduce the 

user's finish time, easier for user to learn the test process from the conversation. Second, 

ask any question any time the evaluator want, it can encourage participants to express 

themselves, when they are doing the task. Third, user can identify the problem area very 

quickly, maximize the effectiveness. 

The type of record for evaluation in 'Think aloud' and 'observational evaluation' is 

known as a 'protocol' . These ' protocol' include paper and pencil, Audio recording, video 

recording, computer logging, and user notebooks (Dix, Finlay, Abowd, & Beale, 1998). 

Paper and pencil plus video recording are applied in this usability test. Video recording 
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can record all user actions, when they are visiting the Website, these data can be study 

later. 

But only paper record may not good enough to provide information for later study. We 

can observe the user' s action and see the action user is doing, but most of time we don't 

know why they are doing that, these observation data lack of interpretation. In that case, 

the post-task walkthrough need to be implemented, it reflecting back to the subjects their 

actions after the event. The advantage of a delayed walkthrough is the analyst has had 

time to frame suitable questions and focus on specific incidents (Dix, Finlay, Abowd, & 

Beale, l 998). In our case, post-task walkthrough can help user notice some performance 

problems. 
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CHAPTER 5: IMPLEMENTATION 

This study is based on a controlled measurement of data transfer volumes and times, 

comparing an Ajax Web application with a similar non-Ajax implementation. We 

developed two IQ tests (multi-choice) about Web applications with the same interface 

and functionality (Figure 5.1), to compare the performance of an ASP based Website and 

an AJAX based Website in a GPRS mobile network environment. We collected the 

experimental data from the server and mobile phones, including bandwidth usage, 

response times, and mobile unit storage requirements. 

The experiment aimed to measure the performance of Ajax Webpage Websites on mobile 

phones. First, we predicted the Website performance based on paper calculations, 

theoretically analyzing the data volumes and response times over the WAP 2.0 protocol. 

Second, we analyzed real-life data collected from the system log of the Web server. 

Finally, small group of usability tests were conduct to find out if the users noticed the 

difference between the Ajax and non-Ajax Web applications. 

There are many Ajax frameworks available now, but most of them are designed for 

conventional desktop/laptop environment, not suitable for mobile environment. In the 

tentative design, I tried to use Microsoft Ajax 1.0 framework as the base of the whole 

application. But the whole Web is too big to use in mobile devices. For the same mobile 

phone learning Website, our demonstration study Website is just about lOKb (except 

Database), but if the system want to achieve the same functions by the framework, it will 

close to 1 OOKb. It is very inefficient. So, this Ajax mobile quiz learning system is not 

using any framework. 
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5.1 The Mobile learning application 

In order to compare the performance of a real-life HTML application and an Ajax 

application two mobile learning Web applications were created: an Ajax Web application 

and a similar non-Ajax implementation (ASP). They have the same user interface and 

functionality (Figure 5.1 ). 

1:M-Leamin (![~ 

_ test your IQ 
Correct/ T Ola: 0 / 5 
Q: !.Which one or the frve Is least like 
the other four? 

r a)BfAR 

(' b)SNAKE 

r c)<rNI 

(' d)OOG 
(" e)TIGER 

~ 

Adion I Menu 

Figure 5.1: Mobile Learning interface (Opera Mobile) 

The mobile phone Web application was based on a three layer architecture: the mobile 

phone user interface (Web browser), server pages and a database server. The Web server 

was Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS), the server pages were written using 

ASP 2.0 and the test database was stored in Microsoft Access. All dynamically generated 

Web pages were valid XHTML 1. 1, compatible with the mobile browser (Opera Mobile) 

used in the test. All data transfer was through the Vodafone New Zealand GPRS 

(GPRS/GSM 900/1800/l 900MHz) network by Class 2 "2+ l" multi-slots (2 downlink, 1 

uplink channels). 

The system logs were activated in the IIS server, so all traffic going to and from the Web 

server was recorded. This Webpage was used to isolate and monitor all the transfer 
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(inbound and outbound) between the Web server and mobile terminal. The collected data 

was used to analyze and measure the Websites' performance over the GPRS network. 

In this study, the Ajax Web application still is an asynchronous communication model; it 

means the processing does not wait until the response returns from the server. 

5.1.1 ASP mobile learning system 

The ASP Web application only contains three ASP pages: a start Webpage, a question 

display Webpage, and a finish Webpage. These pages interact with the database to 

provide page content. Other supporting files are an image file (in GIF format) and a 

JavaScript file to manage the question fetching process. When the user clicks on the 

submit button, it activates a JavaScript function that sends a request to the server to fetch 

a new question or answer. All the files storage sizes on the Web server are shown as 

following table (Table: 5.1). 

Table 5.1: ASP Web application files size 

File Name Size(bytes) Detail 
" 

index.asp 818 Start Webpage 

ml earning.asp 3010 Display questions 

iq_header.gif 1470 Header image file 

asp_m.Js 1530 JavaScript file 

hello.css 45 CSS file 

leaming.mdb 496000 Questions database 

end.asp 744 Finish Webpage 

Total size 504309 bytes 
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The ASP Web application is developed in the traditional way. An ASP file includes CSS 

and JavaScript file path in its header. It also contains the Webpage layout information, 

Web content, and ASP code to dynamically generate the HTML Webpage. The ASP code 

also provides the verification function to verify the user's answer, once the user submits 

the answer. 

The JavaScript (Asp_m.js) file only has two main functions, first is to fetch the next 

question for the user; the question number comes from the URL. The second main 

function is to validate the user's submission to avoid empty or error submissions. 

The CSS is used to manage the whole Webpage's front size, background colour, answer 

layout and its layout. 

Of course, the database file is used to save all the mobile learning multi-choice questions. 

In the question database, there is only one question and answer table, all questions, 

answers and explanations are included in this table. 

The ASP Web application has the same user interface as the Ajax Web application and 

the same image file (iq_hearder.gif), same CSS file (hello.css) and shares the same 

database. 

5.1.2 The Ajax mobile learning system 

The Ajax application version is similar to the ASP Web application. On the client side, it 

includes three HTML pages: a JavaScript file, a GIF image file, and a CSS file. There is 

also an ASP file and an access database running on the Web server. The ASP file used in 

the Ajax application is different from those in the ASP application. It is used as both a 
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database connector and XML file generator, because the communication between client 

and server is via XML (Table 5.2). 

Table 5.2: Ajax Web application file sizes 
- -~~ ,· -.r, 

File Name File Size(bytes) Detail 
~ -· , .. , .. 

maJaX.JS 4750 JavaScript file(Ajax Engine) 

Hello.css 45 CSS file 

2.asp 1040 Database connection & XML generator 

end.htm 1530 Finish Webpage 

index.htm 526 Start Webpage 

iq_ header.gif 1470 Header image file 

leaming.mdb 496000 Questions database(same as asp version) 

mleaming.htm 1520 Display questions 

Total size 506836 bytes 

The total size of ASP Web application is about 2K bytes smaller than the Ajax version. 

The major difference between them is the JavaScript file size. The ASP Web application 

JavaScript file is only 1.5Kb; the Ajax Web application JavaScript file is almost 5Kb. 

That is because the Ajax Web application JavaScript file not only contains the same 

functions as the ASP version, but also has some logical functions, such as verify user's 

answer. 

Ajax as a new Web development approach, the purpose of its files is different from the 

ASP Web application file. Explaining the difference between the Ajax and ASP Web 

application file can help us understand the Ajax approach better. 

In the Ajax Web application, the HTML file size is very small because it is only used to 

lay out the main structure for the Website, such as, where to display the questions or 

where to display the answers and explanation. The most important part of the HTML file 
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is that it provides an entry page for the M-leaming Website and the JavaScript file path 

(Figure 5.2). The HTML can be considered as a content template. 

The JavaScript file, which is acting as an Ajax engine is very important for the Ajax Web 

application and provides most of the functions for the Website. There are two main 

aspects and five basic functions provided by this JavaScript file (Ajax engine). The first 

part of the Ajax engine is used to asynchronously transfer the data between the client 

Web browser and server. The second part is used to manage the client side user interface, 

and a logical function used to verify the user's answer. 

<link rel="stylesheet" type="texUcss" href='hello.css' /> 

<title>M-Leaming</title><head> 

<script src="majax.js"></script> 

</head> 

<body onload="start()"> 

<table width="75" border="O"> 

<td><form name="form2" id="form2" action="#" onsubmit="return false;"> 

<input type="radio" name="answer_radio" id="answer_radio" value="a" > 

a) <span id="a"></span> <br> 

<input type="radio" name="answer_radio" id="answer_radio" value="b" > 

b) <span id="b"></span> <br> 

<input type="radio" name="answer_radio" id="answer_radio" value="e" > 

e) <span id="e"></span> 

</form><span id="sbutton"></span></td> 

<ltr> 

<tr> 

<td> 

<div id="answerfield"><span id="answer"></span><br> 

<span id="explanation"></span> 

</div></td> 

</tr> 

</table> 

Figure 5.2: Ajax Web application HTML file 
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Function "GetXmlHttpObjectO" loads first to make sure the client Web browser can 

support the XMLHttpRequest object or not (Figure 5.3). Function "showQuestion" will 

be triggered when the user starts to submit a request; it is used to submit user requests. 

When a response returns from the server, "stateChanged()" can help create a new 

Webpage for the user interface. 
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function GetXmlHttpObject() 

{ 

var xmlHttp=null; 

try { 

II Firefox, Opera 8.0+, Safari 

xmlHttp=new XMLHttpRequest(); 

catch (e) { 

// Internet Explorer 

try { 

xmlHttp=new ActiveXObject("Msxml2.XMLHTIP"); 

} 

catch (e) { 

try { 

xmlHttp=new ActiveXObject("Microsoft.XMLHTIP"); 

Catch (e) { 

xmlHttp=null ; 

return xmlHttp; 

} 

function showQuestion(){ 

if (xmlHttp==null){ 

alert ("Your browser does not support AJAX!") ; 

return; } 

Figure 5.3: Function getXmlHttpObject (GetXMLHttpObject()) 

When the Web browser supports an XMLHttpRequest object, then the key Ajax function 

starts. "ShowQuestion()" function will be created as an XMLHttpRequest object instance. 

A request is made to the server by open() and send() method (Figure 5.4). The open() 

method is a one of XML Http Request operations. It is used to set up or initialize a 
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request to the server. The send() method actually sends the request to the server. The 

"onreadystatechange" properties will be triggered at every stated change. It means the 

stateChange() function will run in every stated change. 

xmlHttp=GetxmlHttpObject() 

xmlHttp.open("GET",url,true); 

xmlHttp.onreadystatechange=stateChanged; //stateChanged() run in every state change. 

xmlHttp.send(null); 

Figure 5.4: XMLHttpRequest object instance (ShowQuestion()) 

When the request is sent to the server, in fact there is only one variable that sent to the 

server from the client, a question number. The question number variable is submitted in 

"get" method by JavaScript. The question number is used as a parameter to search in the 

database (Figure 5.5). 

dim var_id 

var _id=request.querystring("q") 

sql="SELECT * FROM QAE WHERE ID=" & Cint(var_id) 

Figure 5.5 : Query Database (2.asp file) 

ASP code only can run on the server side. When the query result is obtained from the 

database, the ASP file will dynamically generate a text based XML file, according to the 

search results from the database (Figure 5.6). In this case, just a few characters need to be 

returned to the client Web browser. The data stream only sends out data; it does not 

include any page layout information. 
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response.write("<?xml version='1.0' encoding='IS0-8859-1 '?>") 

response.write("<question>") 

response.write("<qu>" &rs.fields("question")& "</qu>") 

response.write("<a>" &rs.fields("a")& "</a>") 

response.write("<b>" &rs.fields("b")& "</b>") 

response.write("<e>" &rs.fields("e")& "</e>") 

response.write("<an>" &rs.fields("answer")& "</an>") 

response.write("<ex>" &rs.fields("explanation")& "</ex>") 

response.write("</question>") 

Figure 5.6: XML file generator (2.asp) 

Back to the client side, when the Ajax engine receives the XML file response from the 

server, the "XMLHttpRequest.readystate" value equals "4", which means the request is 

complete. Once all the data is ready for the Web browser, the codes will update the user 

interface based on the latest information. 

A variable xmlDoc is created and used to handle the XML file string. In the HTML file, 

the <span> tag and unique tag ID show the Ajax engine and the content update location. 

The innerHTML statement can partially update the HTML page by modifying the content 

of the <span> tag. As the code in Figure 5.7, just the content of the "question" span tag 

will be updated by the content of the "qu" tag from the XML string, which is the 

multi-choice question. 
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function stateChanged() 

if (xmlHttp.readyState==4) 

{ 

var xmlDoc=xmlHttp.responseXML.documentElement; 

document.getElementByld("question").innerHTML=xmlDoc.getElementsByTagName(" 

qu")[O].childNodes[O].nodeValue; 

answer=xmlDoc.getElementsByTagName("an")[OJ.childNodes[OJ.nodeValue; 

explain=xmlDoc.getElementsByTagName("ex")[OJ.childNodes[OJ.nodeValue; 

}else{ 

document.getElementByld("question") .innerHTML ="Loading ... "; 

Figure 5. 7: Partial update interface 

As shown in Figure 5.7, the Ajax Web application downloads the questions, multi-choice 

options, answers and explanations at one go. As mentioned before, the Ajax engine can 

contain some logic functions; here the Ajax will verify the user ' s answer on the 

client-side, instead of sending the answer back and waiting for another time (Figure 5.8). 
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function verify(){ 

var tempa=getCheckedValue( document. formsrform2') .elements['answer _radio1); 

if (tempa!=""){ 

if (tempa==answer){ 

document.getElementByld("correct").innerHTML=correct; 

document.getElementByld("answer") .innerHTML ="Right!"; 

else{ 

document.getElementByld("answer").innerHTML="Sorry,Wrong. </br> Answer:"+ 

answer; 

document.getElementByld("explanation").innerHTML=explain; 

//apply 'explain" style to 'answerfield", "explain" style defines in CSS file. 

document.getElementByld("answerfield").className='explain'; 

document.getElementByld("sbutton").innerHTML="<ahref=\"javascript:showQuestion()\">Next ... </a>"; 

Figure 5.8: Verify() function 

A brief description for the ASP mobile learning Web application and Ajax mobile 

learning Web application is done. Because these Web-based mobile learning applications 

are using the traditional Website quiz user interface, it is easy to use them. 

5.1.3 Using the mobile learning system 

The biggest advantage of these qmz mobile learning Web application is they are 

Web-based, user don't need to install or setup them up before using them. As long as the 

mobile device embedded Ajax mobile Web browser, user can use this quiz mobile 

learning system. Besides, these Web-based learning applications can be also access from 

desktop computer. 
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Because the Ajax and ASP mobile learning system are the same for everything except the 

technology, these systems are using in the same way. Figure 5.9 shows some screenshots 

for the quiz mobile learning systems. It begins with a welcome page (1 ). A hyperlink 

allows you to start their learning. There are total 10 questions need to answer for each 

system, you can choose your prefer answer by rolling the navigation button on the mobile 

phone or just select it on the PDAs touch screen (2). Once you confirm your answer, you 

can select the "Answer" to find out the correct answer. The correct answer will display 

under the questions with the explanation for the answer in light blue frame. Meanwhile, 

the "Answer" link will change to a "Next" link for next question (3). When you finished 

all questions, a finish page will display and allow back to the start page ( 4). 
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Figure 5.9: Using the quiz mobile learning Web application (Opera Mobile) 

The mobile devices usually have small screen, display more questions in one screen may 

increase the loading speed, but it also may cause user trouble to keep roll up and down 

the navigation button to read the questions. On the other hand, simple user interface 

design can help us really focus on the technology runs behind the screen, and easy for the 

user to feel the difference. So, the quiz mobile learning system only displays one question 

at a time. 
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Next section will start the evaluation for the whole mobile learning system. Before the 

real-life performance measurement, some paper predictions will apply in the next section. 

5.2 Theoretical performance 

In this section, we predict the Website's performance based on application analysis and 

paper calculations, theoretically analyzing the data volumes and response times over the 

WAP 2.0 protocol. 

5.2.1 Theoretical ASP system performance 

For the ASP mobile learning Web application, when the Web browser requests an ASP 

file, the Web server passes the request to the ASP engine. The ASP engine reads the ASP 

file, line by line, and executes the scripts in the file . Finally, the ASP file is returned to 

the browser as plain HTML. These plain HTML files also contain all elements including 

header, content and layout. So, we can predict the file loading size base on the source 

code. 

When the ASP application is running, a welcome page and a finish page will show up, 

which is index.asp file (load size: lk bytes) and end.asp file (load size: lk bytes). These 

two files are just index and finish pages and do not count in the loading size. 

The main initial load size of the ASP application and first question required is about 8k 

bytes overhead, including the main ASP application file (Mlearning.asp, and a header 

image file) ; the JavaScript file controls the download question, verifies the submitted 

form and submits the answer back to the server. The initial loaded file size includes the 

load size for the first question. 

Table 5.3 : ASP application initial load file sizes 
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' 
File Name Load Size(bytes) Detail 

Load first questions, and refresh the 

ml earning.asp 2k X 2 whole page after submitted the 

answer. 

iq_ header.gif 2k Header image file 

asp_m.Js 2k JavaScript file 

hello.css 45 CSS file 

Initial Load Size 8k bytes 

The header image file, JavaScript file and the CSS file need to be loaded only once if the 

browser supports caching. In our measurement, all browsers (mobile base or desktop base) 

support caching. 

The mlearning.asp loaded size (2kb) is smaller than its file size (3kb) (Table 5.1). When a 

browser requests an HTML file, the server returns the file, the loaded size is the same as 

the file size. Because the ASP file executes to generate returnable plain HTML file, not 

all the codes will be sent back to the browser. So, mlearning.asp file load size (2kb) is the 

same as the ml earning.asp file size without the asp script, plus the bytes of the question. 

Because of the nature of the ASP file, all the ASP script needs to be executed on the 

server side. Then, the main application file (mleaming.asp) needs to be loaded every time 

the user requests any new questions and refreshes the whole page after submitting the 

answer. First, the Asp file fetches questions from the ACCESS database, generating plain 

HTML questions file that returns back to the browser. Second, the answer needs to be 

posted back to the server, then verified by the server side ASP engine; then it sends the 

result (plain HTML, about 2kb) back to the browser. So, the client side Web browser will 

download 2kx2=4K bytes for each question. 
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During the process, the mobile learning application contains 10 multi-choice questions 

total, but when the application initially loads, only one question had been loaded. Then 

the mleaming.asp file only needs to load plain HTML nine times to generate the other 

nine questions for the user. Additionally, it sends back nine times after the answer is 

verified. So, the mleaming.asp file will load 2x9=18 times and generate about 

2kx l 8=36k bytes of plain HTML transmission data. Total load size formula: 

Initial Load Size + Process Load Size= Total Size (I) 

So, the total data load size for the whole ASP mobile learning Web application is: 

8K + 36K= 44K bytes 

As a result, we expect about 44k bytes data need to be sent back to the browser from the 

M-leaming Web server. 

5.2.2 Theoretical Ajax system performance 

When an Ajax application is requested by a browser, an HTML page is loaded into the 

browser. This HTML page contains the JavaScript needed to run the user interface and to 

issue XMLHttpRequest calls, the XML handler to format and present the results, and any 

other elements needed for the user interface, such as HTML code and Cascading style 

sheets (CSS). The client interacts with the user interface presented on the browser page 

( e.g. click hyperlink, submitting forms, or triggering an event). The Ajax engine handles 

all interaction events between user and server by generating an XMLHttpRequest 

message to the Web server. The Web server returns new content in XML file format. 

This XML data is handled by the Ajax engine and presented to the user by Web page 

partial update. 
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The same as the Asp version application, the Ajax M-Leaming displays a welcome page 

at the beginning (index.htm), which is about lK bytes and a finishing page at the end 

(end.htm). These two files are the index and finish page, and do not count in the loading 

size. 

The main application file (mleaming.htm) and serial common elements will be loaded 

into the Web browser (e.g, JavaScript file, CSS file, and header image file) for the first 

question. So, this initial load of the Ajax application requires 1 Ok overhead, but it is 

different from the ASP Web application, which is the XML file only needs to be 

downloaded once for each question. 

Table 5.4: Ajax application initial load file sizes 

File Name Load Size(bytes) Detail 

2.asp 500 Send XML back to browser (XML file size) 

maJaX.JS 5k JavaScript file(Ajax Engine) 

hello.css 45 CSS file 

iq_header.gif 2k Header image file 

mlearning.htm 2k Load first questions 
c• 

Initial Load Size 10k bytes 

The same as the ASP version, the header image file, JavaScript file and the CSS file need 

to be loaded only once if the browser supports caching. 
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In the Ajax version, the M-leaming application, the initial load size is more than the ASP 

version application. But the advantages of the Ajax application will show up, when the 

user is using the application. No ASP file needs to be downloaded from the Web server, 

only the question's content and answers will be sent back to the browser in XML file 

format. All the answers from the user can be verified locally by the Ajax engine; the 

browser does not need to submit any data back to the server. The expectation of XML file 

sent back from the Web server is about 500 bytes, according to the structure of the XML 

file and its content (Figure 5.6). It means only about 500 bytes of data need to transfer 

between the server and browser. Then the Ajax engine can partially update the Web page 

to tell the user the correct answer locally by the XML file. 

To illustrate, M-leaming application contains 10 multi-choice questions. In the Asp 

version, a main application file (asp file) needs to load twice (first, load the question; 

second, load the answer) for each question, and needs to load the entire file including the 

Webpage layout (about 2000 bytes; the question is about 500 bytes, and the rest of the 

bytes are the Webpage formatted informant). But in the Ajax version, the Web server 

only sends back the question without any formatting (500 bytes). So, the main Ajax 

application only needs to transfer about 9 x 500 = 4.5k bytes of data during the process. 

The main program needs 4.5kb data transfer between the Web server and the client side. 

So, according to the algorithm (1), the total data load size for the whole Ajax mobile 

learning Web application is: 

lOK + 4.5K= 14.5K bytes 

For the Ajax Web application, we expect about 14.5k bytes data needs to be sent back to 

the browser from the M-leaming Web server. 
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In summary, according to the calculation, the Asp M-learning system needs to transfer 

44k bytes of data; Ajax can provide the same interface by only transferring 14.5k bytes of 

data. That is a big improvement. Is it the same in the real Web server measurement? A 

real-life performance measurement will be performed. 

5.3 Real-life performance (Vodafone New Zealand GPRS) 

As discussed before, a traditional Web application uses a multi-page model; if Ajax uses 

single-page model, then the loaded data size should be different in real-life performance 

measurement. This section collects the experimental data from the server in the real-life 

environment, including bandwidth usage, and task implementation time. The experiment 

measured the performance of an Ajax enabled Website over the GPRS network. 

5.3.1 Vodafone New Zealand GPRS network 

The experimental test bed setup is very important to measure the M-leaming system. It 

shown in figure 5.10, we used a laptop connected to an iTegno 3000 GPRS modem by 

USB 1.1 through a serial PPP (point-to-point) link to act as a GPRS mobile terminal to 

emulate the GPRS connection from mobile devices to the Web server in the Vodafone 

New Zealand (GPRS/GSM 900/1800/1900MHz) network. 

iTegno 3000 is a GPRS modem that uses GSM 900/ l SOOMHz, has embedded antenna 

and is powered by USB, and also supports extended GSM (EGSM) and GPRS. It can use 

more than one GRPS coding scheme (CS1, CS2, CS3, and CS4), has GPRS functionality, 

and Class 2 "2+ 1" multi-slots (2 downlink, 1 uplink channels). 

The test laptop uses Windows XP operating system; the Web browser uses Opera Mobile 

8.65 for Windows mobile 5/6 PPC in Windows mobile 6 emulator. The Vodafone New 
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Zealand GPRS network (two download channels and one upload channel, CS4) is being 

used. And the wireless network signal level may be difference in different location, to 

avoid the difference between different locations. All access to the Web server from the 

test laptops is using the Albany GSM Base Station, according to the IP address and time. 

The Web server is running Internet Information services 6.0 (IIS 6.0); system logs have 

been active in the IIS, all traffic visits going to and from the Web server will be recorded 

into the system log. It enables us to isolate and monitor all the transfers between the Web 

server and mobile terminal. All collection data can help us analyse and measure the Ajax 

Web application performance over the GPRS network. 

Test Laptop 

GPRSmodem 

Figure 5.10: Real-life test bed 

All data was collected by the system log, but the system log uses a sequential way to 

record all the traffic and data transmission. Log Parser is an IIS log analysis tool from 

Microsoft. 
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Log Parser 2.2 is available as a stand-alone executable (LogParser.exe) and a COM 

interface (logparser.dll) and both are available in the Log Parser installation. IIS uses 

W3C extended log format (Microsoft TechNet, 2007). 

Over 200 hits were posed using the ASP version of M-leaming system and also using the 

Ajax version of M-leaming system. Collecting the Web server transmission data can help 

us analyse the performance for ASP M-Leaming application and Ajax M-leaming 

application. 

Table 5.5 is an Internet Information Service (IIS) log example for the ASP mobile 

Leaming Web application. It has "GET" and "POST" method. 

Table 5.5: ASP Application Log Example 

cs-method cs-uri-stem sc-bytes cs-bytes time-taken 

GET /asp I/index.asp 1117 466 468 

GET /asp 1/hello.css 346 454 156 

GET /aspl/iq_ header.gif 1815 459 296 

GET /aspl/asp_m.js 1893 469 187 

GET /asp I /index.asp 1117 407 140 

GET /asp 1/iq_ header.gif 1815 352 156 

GET /asp 1/mleaming.asp 2181 493 265 

POST /asp 1/mleaming.asp 2274 686 499 

GET /asp 1 /mleaming.asp 2184 495 203 

POST /asp 1/mleaming.asp 2280 690 343 

GET /asp I/end.asp 963 460 156 
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Table 5.6 Internet Information Service (IIS) log example for the Ajax mobile learning 

Web application. Only one kind of action method Ajax application has which is "GET" 

method. 

Table 5.6 Ajax application log example 

cs-method cs-uri-stem sc-bytes cs-bytes time-taken 

GET /ajaxl/ index.htm 851 508 171 

GET /ajaxl/hello.css 346 350 140 

GET / aj ax l /iq_ header. gif 1814 354 281 

GET /ajax 1 /mlearning.htm 2166 515 374 

GET /ajaxl/majax.js 5190 353 296 

GET /ajaxl/2.asp 518 377 296 

GET /ajaxl/2.asp 514 377 203 

GET /ajax 1/2.asp 500 376 187 

GET /ajax 1/2.asp 621 377 187 

GET /ajaxl/2.asp 659 377 187 

GET /ajaxl/2.asp 528 376 234 

GET /ajaxl/2.asp 533 377 203 

GET /ajaxl/2.asp 571 378 249 

GET /ajaxl /2.asp 583 377 203 

GET /ajaxl/2.asp 524 379 187 

GET /ajax 1/end.htm 1951 465 156 

These log examples were collected from the real-life test Website: 

http://www.ajaxnz.com 

5.3.2 Real-life performance - Response Size 

Response size means the number of bytes that the Web server sent that it is one of the 

most useful measurable features for application performance. In the IIS log, its symbol is 
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"sc-byte". On the other hand, the Web application performance can be improved by small 

amounts of transmission and transfer times. Collecting the server transfer details and 

times can help us understand the application's usability. 

ASP M-Learning application 

Table 5.5 shows all details from the Web server log for the ASP Web application. 

"cs-method" means the requested action. "se-bytes" means the number of bytes that the 

server sent. "cs-bytes" means the number of bytes that the server received. "time-taken" 

means the length of time that the action took in milliseconds (Microsoft TechNet, 2007). 

It shows one of the most important facts for the ASP Web application which is the 

"mlearning.asp" file needs to be loaded two times for each question; the first time is the 

"get" request for the question, and the second time is to "post" request for the answer, 

which refreshed the whole page. 

Table 5.7: ASP application "sc-bytes" statistic 
,. 

"'· cs-uri-stem sc-bytes 
~ 

ASP application AVG MIN MAX 

/asp 1/mlearning.asp 2305 X 2 2256 2406 

/asp 1/asp _ m.js 1893 1833 1897 

/asp 1/iq_ header.gif 1815 1800 1880 

/asp 1/hello.css 346 356 396 

Initial load size. ::::::8.7Kb 

According to the IIS system log (Table 5.7). ASP M-Learning application initial load 

average size is about 8.7Kb (including the first question). As expected, the main ASP 

application file needs to load 10 times to display the questions and load another 10 times 
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after users submit the answer. "Mleaming.asp" file average loading size is 2305Kb, 

following the methodology (1); the total bytes need to be sent back from the Web server: 

8.7Kb + 9 x 2 x 2305::::: 50Kb 

So, in real-life performance tests, the ASP M-leaming application needs to load about 

50Kb of data from the Web server during the whole application process. 

Aiax M-Learning application 

The number of bytes returned for Ajax application is different from the ASP application. 

First, the load size is very different from the ASP version (Table 5. 7). It needs about 

lOKb of initial load data, the major file is the JavaScript (Ajax engine) file which is about 

5Kb, and the other one is an HTML layout file that is about 2Kb (Table 5.8). 

Table 5.8 Ajax application "sc-bytes" statistics 

cs-uri-stem sc-bytes 

Ajax application AVG MIN MAX 

/ajaxl/majax.js 5190 5100 5280 

/aj ax 1/mleaming.htm 2166 2007 2356 

/ajax 1/iq_ header.gif 1814 1754 2014 

/ajax 1/hello.css 346 326 386 

/ajaxl/2.asp 555 500 614 

Initial load size. ::::: 10kb 

But during the Ajax M-leaming run, just a few of bytes needed to be transferred between 

the client browser and Web server (Table 5.6). All this data is XML files and the average 
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sent back size is about 555 bytes only (2.asp file), including the question and the answer. 

It allows the Ajax engine to verify the answer locally, and provides users very fast 

response time. Also, because the question and answer loads in at one time, then each 

question only needs one post back from the Web server. According to the total load size 

formula ( 1): 

lOKb + 9 times x 0.555Kb ~ 15Kb 

So, it only needs to transfer about 15Kb of data between the Web server and client 

browser for the real-life Ajax M-learning application. 

Compared with the server sending out data for the ASP Web application and Ajax Web 

application, there is huge difference. For ASP Web applications, it needs the server to 

transfer 50K bytes of data during the whole Web application, and only 15K bytes of data 

from the server is sent back to the client side for the Ajax Web application. 

5.3.3 Real-life performance - Response time 

Besides the transfer data, the server's response time (or time taken) is another important 

performance feature that can measure the Web application's performance. In the IIS 

system log, there is a field called "time-taken", which is the length of time that the action 

took in milliseconds on the server, or can be considered as the server's action response 

time. 

ASP M-Learning application 

The measurement formula is similar to measuring the bytes sent back from the server. 

According to the IIS system log (Table 5.9), the initial response time for Asp M-learning 

application is about 1142ms (initial load time including the first question loading time), 

and the main application file needs to load double the number of times as the questions. 
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The average response time for "mlearning.asp" file is 285ms; the "mleaming.asp" needs 

to process twice for each question, then for a total of 10 questions, minus the response 

time for first question, 9 questions are left. So the process response time is 

9x2 x285=5130ms. 

Table 5.9 ASP application "time-taken" statistics 

cs-uri-stem Time-taken 

ASP Application AVG(ms) MIN(ms) MAX(ms) 

/asp 1/mleaming.asp 285x2 187 499 

/asp 1/iq_ header.gif 207 156 296 

/aspl/asp_m.js 202 187 218 

/asp 1 /hello.css 163 156 171 

Initial Time taken(ms) 1142 

Similar to the total load size formula, the total response time for the whole application 

formula is: 

Initial Response Time+ Process Response Time= Total Response (2) 

So, the whole Web server response time for the whole ASP mobile learning Web 

application is: 

1142ms+5130ms=6272ms 

The total time taken on the Web server is 6272ms for the whole ASP m-leaming 

application. 

Aiax M-Learning application 

For the Ajax M-Learning application, the IIS system log shows the initial response time 

is about 1378ms (including the first question), and the average server response time for 
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the XML generator "2.asp" file is 210ms (Table 5.10). But "2.asp" only runs one time for 

each question (Table 5.6) on the server. Then for a total of 10 questions, minus the 

response time for the first question, 9 questions are left. So the process response time is 

9x210=1890ms. 

Table 5.10 Ajax application "time-taken" statistics 

cs-uri-stem Time-taken 

Ajax Application AVG(ms) MIN(ms) MAX(ms) 

/ajax 1/hello.css 319 140 499 

/ajaxl/majax.js 296 296 296 

/ajaxl/iq_header.gif 281 201 381 

/ajax 1/mleaming.htm 272 171 374 

/ajaxl/2.asp 210 171 343 

Initial Time taken(ms) 1378 

According to the formula (2), the whole Web server response time for the whole ASP 

mobile learning Web application is: 

1378ms+ 1890ms=3268ms 

The total time taken on the server side is 3268ms for the whole asp m-leaming 

application. In short, for the whole Mobile Leaming application, the ASP application 

needs about 6272ms, but the Ajax application needs only 3268ms. 

5.3.4 Real-life performance - Query size 

The bytes response from Web server and the task time taken by the Web server show us 

the Ajax M-leaming application transfers small amounts of bytes between the client and 

server and it has a better response time than ASP M-leaming application. What about the 
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data submitted from the client? Does it show us the same of the figures or does it have 

different results? 

The query size can affect the transfer time; if the query size is big, not only does it need 

more bandwidth to transfer the data, but also it takes a long time to transfer before the 

server can actually process the request. Then from the user point of view, this Web 

application response time is slow. Then, evaluating the client Web browser query size is 

necessary. 

Field "cs-bytes" in IIS system log shows us the number of bytes that the server received. 

So, this data can be considered as the data sent out from client browser to request new 

data from server. The log records each query size in "cs-bytes" field. 

ASP M-Learning application 

Table 5.11 shows query size of submitted data from the client to the Web server. For the 

"mleaming.asp" file there are "GET" and "POST" method action, the query size is 

different between these two methods. 

Table 5.11 ASP application "cs-bytes" statistics 
. 

cs-uri-stem cs-bytes(bytes) 

Ii 
ASP Application AVG MIN MAX 

/asp 1/mleaming.asp("GET") 496 492 566 

/asp 1/mleaming.asp("POST") 686 600 750 

/asp 1/iq_ header.gif 398 352 459 

/asp 1/asp _ m.js 423 378 469 

/asp 1/hello.css 416 379 454 

Initial Query Size 2428 (including first question) 
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These queries are used to request the next question for the user. The average query size 

for ASP M-leaming main file "mleaming.asp" is about 496 bytes (Table 5.11, "GET" 

method). Of course, in the ASP version, users need to submit his/her answers back to the 

Web server to verify the answer. The average transfer bytes are 686 bytes ("POST" 

method) when users submit answers. So, the initial query size (including first question) 

formula is: 

mleaming.asp (GET) + mleaming.asp (POST)+ other file= Initial Size (3) 

According the formula (3), the initial query size is: 

496+686+ 398+423+416=2428 bytes 

And the total query size calculation formula is: 

Initial query size + process query size = Total Query Size 

Then, 

2428 + (686 x9 + 496 x9) = 13066 bytes ::::: 13Kb 

(4) 

When users finish the whole M-Leaming Web application, the client side Web browser 

needs to submit about l 3Kb data to the Web server. 

A;ax M-Learning application 

Table 5.12 shows the Ajax Web application query size or submit data from client to the 

Web server. And as Table 5.6 shows only one method action will occurs during the 

whole application process, "GET" method. 

Table 5.12 Ajax application "cs-bytes" statistics 
... - -· 

cs-uri-stem cs-bytes 

Ajax Application A VG (bytes) - MIN(bytes) MAX(bytes) 

/ajaxl/2.asp 377 373 379 
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/ajaxl/iq_header.gif 354 350 374 

/ajaxl/majax.js 353 351 363 

/ajaxl/hello.css 350 350 370 

/ajax 1/mleaming.htm 515 514 519 

Initial Query Size 1949 (including first question) 

The average query size is 377 bytes in the Ajax M-Learning Web application. These 

submissions only request the next question: one question, one submission. Then, to 

calculate the initial query size (including the first question) for the Ajax application is 

very easy; add all query sizes together: 

377+354+353+350+515=1949 bytes 

For 10 question application, according to the formula (4), the total query size is: 

1949+9 x 377=5342 bytes~ 5.3Kb 

So, when users finish the whole M-Leaming Web application, the client side of the Web 

browser needs to submit about 5.3Kb data to the Web server. 

The result is that the ASP Web application submitted around 13Kb of data back to the 

server; while the Ajax Web application sent back about 5.3Kb of data. The query size is 

collected from the test laptops as described before. But the query size may have wide 

variations due to the different test platforms or different Web browsers. 
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5.4 Usability evaluation 

5.4.1 Usability test overview 

The goal of this project is to evaluate the Ajax enabled mobile learning system's 

performance over the GPRS network. The performance will be evaluated by the data 

statistics and user experience. The user experience evaluation relied on good usability 

testing. So, the goal of this real-life (real user, real Website, real mobile device and real 

GPRS network) usability test is to find out: Does user notice difference between the Ajax 

and the non-Ajax Web-based mobile learning application? Is it easy to notice or hard to 

notice the differences? Where Web-based mobile learning application they prefer to use 

and why? 

GPRS coooectiOII 
Vodafone Base Station 

I-Mate SPS Smart Phone 

Figure 5.11: Usability testing bed 

In order to do the best to simulate the real-life environment, the usability testing test bed 

is a little bit different from the performance measurement test bed in section 5.3. The test 

bed shown as Figure 5.11, we used the I-Mate SP5 Smart-Phone instead of the laptop. 

The mobile Web browser is using Opera Mobile, version 8.65 for Windows mobile 5/6 
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Smart-phone operating system. The same Vodafone New Zealand GPRS network (2 

download channels and 1 upload channel, Coding Scheme 4) was used. All users are 

using the same I-Mate SP5 Smart-Phone under the Albany GSM Base Station. During the 

whole test, make sure the GSM signal level is strong. 

There are two Mobile Leaming Quiz Web application ready (Ajax and ASP) in the 

Internet that has the same layout, user interface and questions. Users need to finish them 

via mobile device (I-mate SP5 smart phone), think aloud about their feelings and answer 

the questionnaire based on the feeling. In order to reduce the interview time, we changed 

the mobile learning questions from 10 questions down to 5 questions for each system. 

There are two tasks in this usability test. Task one require users to finish all multi-choice 

test questions in Ajax mobile learning system by I-mate SP5 Smart Phone. Task two 

requires users to finish all multi-choice test questions in ASP mobile learning system by 

I-mate SP5 Smart Phone. A training section will provide before user start their mobile 

learning activity. 

In this usability test, there are two variables we collected from the users to represent both 

quantitative data and qualitative data. The first quantitative variable is the task 

completion time which it uses to measure two different performances. It is within-subject 

design. The second variable is a qualitative variable, the preferred data, which is used to 

find out if users notice the difference between the two Websites. 

5.4.2 Usability test 

This is anonymous voluntary usability testing; the whole usability testing process takes 

about 5- 10 minutes (Appendix 4) for each user and they can stop it any time they want. 

There are three steps to finish the usability test. 
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First, the user will be invited to the testing (Appendix 3). If they agree, then, they have 

some time to get familiar with the test device (I-Mate SP5), a short tutorial and demo will 

apply. During the tutorial, we will introduce the I-Mate SP5 smart phone, teach them how 

to use the smart phone to access the Website by Opera Mobile, and tell them the usability 

test process. The demo system is exactly the same as the ASP mobile learning system, 

only questions are different. 

We will outline all questions (Appendix 7) the mobile learning, give user some 

background about the mobile learning system, and tell all users that we will not collect 

any answer for question, they can select any answer they want; may be the answers are 

all wrong, it would not affect our usability test. This is an important part of the usability 

test, because user may concentrate on the question display on the mobile phone, instead 

of the whole mobile learning system. 

Second, when the participant finished the demo system, which can help user to get 

familiar with the Opera Mobile and the I-Mate SP5 phone, the real usability test will start. 

Users can talk or ask any questions they want during the test, we will provide any 

necessary support to help user finish the test and record down all useful information for 

further study, including how long the participant takes to finish for each mobile learning 

system. 

Finally, the "post-walkthrough" method will apply to wrap up the test; we will finish the 

questionnaire (Appendix 5) and clean the Opera Mobile cache for the next tester. 

The questionnaire includes some user information, such as, "Gender", "What kind of 

mobile phone do you have?" "Have you ever used your mobile phone to access the 
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Internet, if so, how often?" And the feeling for each mobile learning system, "Did you 

notice any differences between these two Website?" "Which one you prefer to user?" 
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CHAPTER 6: Results and discussion 

This chapter will discuss and analyse the collected data in chapter 5, and aims to find out 

the performance difference between ASP and Ajax Web applications. 

6.1 Data analysis 

The Ajax web application and ASP web application have much in common, they showed 

quite different performance in our experiment. The data collected from the IIS web server 

system log comprised hundreds of entries, so all results stated here are averages. 

First, the initial load size of the applications has some impact on performance. When the 

client-side Web browser loads the Web application for the first time, some files need to 

be downloaded. The ASP Web application's initial load size is about 8.7Kb, including an 

ASP file, a JavaScript file, an image file, and a CSS file. It takes the server about 1142ms 

to respond. For the Ajax Web application, the initial load size is about lOKb, with a 

l 378ms server response time. In this case an HTML file, a JavaScript file, an image file, 

and a CSS file will be loaded. The image and the CSS file are the same, and there is a 

small difference between the sizes of the HTML and ASP file. The major difference, 

however, is in the JavaScript, because the Ajax JavaScript file is about 50% larger than in 

the ASP version. This is because the Ajax JavaScript contains some additional logic and 

layout control functions. 

The second performance difference is evident when the Web application is running. For 

each multi-choice IQ test question, the ASP version needs to fetch the question page first 

and then refresh the page again with the response, after the user has submitted their 

answer. This requires two download activities from the server. The Ajax version only 
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requires one download activity for each question, because the JavaScript can verify the 

user's answer on the client, avoiding the second request-response cycle. The ASP version 

cannot do this because it can only run on the server. 

There are nine questions in the test application, after the initial question. For the ASP 

version, each question needs to transfer 4.6Kb of data, with a 570ms server response time. 

Therefore, nine questions need to transfer 41.4Kb of data and use 5,l30ms of server time. 

For Ajax, an average of only 555 bytes of data needs to be transferred for each question 

and the server takes 21 Oms to respond. Therefore, nine questions need 4.995Kb of data 

and 1,890ms of server time. 

For the query size, the ASP application's average initial query size is 2428 bytes. And for 

each question, 496 bytes query size to fetch the question and 686 bytes query size to 

submit the user's answers. So, the subsequent query size is about 1 lKb in ASP 

application. Compare with one query for each question in Ajax application, the query is 

not small. The initial query size is about 2Kb, and there is about 4Kb subsequent query 

size. 

Taking both initial load and subsequent page loads into account, the ASP application 

needs to send out I3Kb of data and transfer a total of 50 Kb of data compared to only 

5.3Kb of data need to be sent out and transfer 15Kb for the Ajax application, and takes a 

total of 6,272ms to respond compared to only 3,268ms (Table 6.1 ). 

In "Measuring the Benefit of Ajax" and "Modelling Ajax Application Performance" , 

White (2005), Smullen and Smullen (2006) use the following algorithm to define the 

percentage of Ajax's application performance improvement: 

(HTML-Ajax)/HTML (5) 
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The average data bytes sent from Web server is 50 Kb for ASP version and 15 Kb for the 

Ajax version during the whole in the M-Learning Web application. The average data 

bytes retrieved by the Web server is about 13Kb for the ASP version and about 5.3Kb for 

the Ajax version during the entries in the M-Leaming Web application. It takes about 

6272ms for Web server to finish all queries for the ASP version; it only takes about 

3268ms for the Ajax version. 

Table 6.1: Performance improvement 

Response bytes Response seconds Query size 

ASP 50Kb 6272ms 13Kb 

Ajax 15 Kb 3268ms 5.3Kb 

Improvement 71.00% 48.00% 59.23% 

A good design and development Web application can provide users the best Web 

application experience. In the traditional Web application, the user's waiting time can be 

separated into three parts: data transfer time (two ways, client to server and server back to 

client) and server process time. The measurable benefits are shown on Table 6.1; the 

Ajax approach in our experiment provides almost a 50% performance improvement when 

using a mobile device over GPRS. Ajax M-leaming Web application has much better 

performance than the non-Ajax M-leaming Web application in a GRPS mobile phone 

network. 

6.2 Usability test results 

Twenty people attended this small group usability testing, totalling 19 valid examples; 

one participant didn't finish the test. In all of the valid examples, 18 of them have mobile 

phones, such as, Sony, Nokia, and Motorola, and so on; only one participant doesn't have 

mobile phone. There were 6 female participants and 13 male participants. 42.1 % of 

participants had experienced using the mobile phone to access the Internet before. 20% 
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had accessed the Internet a few times, 20% have used the mobile Internet just once. Only 

10% of the users used mobile Internet very often, once a week (Appendix 6). 

During the usability test, because of the demo system, all participants are comfortable 

about the mobile learning system itself, but there still have some problems. The first 

complain is about the navigation button, it is hard to use and not functioning very well. 

Sometime users have to keep pressing it until it works (action on the screen). One 

participant aborted the test, because he is not good at the navigation button. The second 

problem is about the small screen and front size is small. In fact the front size and the 

Webpage size can be adjusted. Using the same screen, display question and answer in one 

screen, for all users can help us to reduce the user interface ingredient. Clean the mobile 

web browser's cache to each participant force the system using the latest update of the 

learning system. 

In fact, because of the asynchronous connection model and partial loaded page update by 

Ajax engine, the Ajax mobile learning system can display the question before the 

question' s options. During the usability test, one participant noticed this fact, he is a 

programmer and knows Ajax approach, other participants didn't notice that the question 

and option update in different code statement. 

Based on the 19 test examples, applying pair-wise T-Testing to the task completion time 

for examples, it shows in terms of time, our participants significantly better performed 

with the Ajax mobile learning system. 

t (18)=11.71, p<0.05 . 

The means value of the Website one task completion time is 119 .26 seconds and the 

Website two mean task completion time is 64.11 seconds. It means users finished task 
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two on Website two faster than users' task completion time on Website one, about 50% 

faster. Ajax mobile learning system had much better performance than ASP mobile 

learning system. This is the measurement on the quantitative variable. 

In terms of frequency to their preference, we can use chi-square tests, but to some extent 

it does not seem to meet its assumption. 

Chi-square (2) =12.41 , p<0.05 

The expected sample is too small, so it would be unwise to use this statistical analysis for 

sure. However, analytically (not statistically) speaking, that users noticed there were 

some differences between the two Websites, even though they have the same interface, 

the same learning process. There are 12 out of 13 participants, who noticed the difference 

preferred the Ajax mobile learning system. 

These two results from the usability test indicate that Ajax mobile learning system can 

provide better performance in the mobile environment on the user experience level. 

To sum up, we apply Ajax approach to a mobile learning system and compare it with the 

traditional ASP Web-based mobile learning system. After the evaluation of these mobile 

learning systems from the performance measurement and the usability test, the result is 

that Ajax Web-based mobile learning system can reduce the transmission volume, 

server's response time, and has more users prefer to use. Moreover, applying Ajax 

approach to all the Web-based mobile application should be the easy way to improve the 

system performance than updating the mobile hardware or the wireless network. 
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CHAPTER 7: Conclusion 

Ancient Chinese saying: "All good things come to an end". 

The last part of this report provides a conclusion for this Ajax approach performance 

research on the mobile phone environment. The recommendations from this report and 

limitations of this study are outlined after the conclusion. The final section of this chapter 

gives some suggestions for future studies. All suggestions correspond with the limitations 

of this study. 

7.1 Summary conclusion 

Applying Ajax approach in a mobile learning system can increase the usability of mobile 

learning system. The advantages of using Ajax in mobile learning system are, first, it 

allow user to access to the system as long as his/her mobile browser support Ajax and 

have GSM/GPRS network, and it allows mobile learner study anywhere anytime. Second, 

the mobile learning system performance is much faster than the traditional HTML base 

mobile learning system. Third, the asynchronous and text-based transmission can reduce 

the Web server response time and response bytes, it can save money for mobile learners 

(most of mobile telecommunications companies charge for the amount of data sent and 

received, e.g. Vodafone New Zealand). Finally, the mobile learning system also can be 

accessed from desktop environment. 

Technically, Ajax reduces 71% network transfer traffic from the server to the client, 

saving 48% of the Web server action processing time and decreasing 59.23% of the 

submission data from the client to the server. Furthermore, on the user experience level, 

the task completion time statistics show users can finish the same M-learning 
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multi-Choice questions on the Ajax system 50% faster than they are working on ASP 

M-leaming system over the GPRS network. More than 60% (12 out of 19) users noticed 

the difference between these systems and prefer to use the faster one (Ajax M-leaming 

system). 

The results of our experiment demonstrate that the Ajax approach can significantly 

reduce both the data transmission size and the server's response time. Meanwhile, 

reducing the bandwidth required, and speeding up the user interface on the mobile device 

provides the user with a better mobile Internet experience. In addition, Ajax approach can 

save developers' time and money, because it is a software technology and does not 

require any hardware or environment update to implement. 

7.2 Recommendations 

The Ajax approach can significantly reduce the bandwidth usage, server's processing 

time and the network transfer time to provide users with a good mobile Internet user 

experience. The main recommendation for this research is that Ajax is very suitable on 

mobile Web application system. It allows developers to setup only one Website to 

provide good user experience on PCs and mobile devices and provide users some 

enjoyable mobile learning experiences. 

7 .3 Limitations of the study 

The limitations of the research are outlined as following: 

• Only tested in one GPRS network, 2 download channels and 1 upload channel, 

and only one mobile device (I-mate SP5). There are some other GPRS network 

configuration, such as, 3 download channels and 1 upload channel, or 2 download 

channels and 2 upload channels, can be used as an evaluation network. 
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• The Web application functionality is too limited, only measuring the Ajax 

performance in multi-Choice Mobile Leaming Website. Our mobile learning 

system also includes Glossary, Dictionary and so on. These functions are not a 

very good for an Ajax performance sample. 

• The usability test group is too small and narrow (most of the participants are 

students or teachers). 

7 .4 Suggestions for future research 

Some suggestions for the future research relate to this research. First, in this research, 

both ASP and Ajax Web applications have the same user interface to avoid the user 

interface infection. But in some cases, the Ajax Web application has better performance 

than the ASP Web application, if they are using different kinds of UI. The Ajax approach 

uses the Ajax engine, the page update and asynchronous network connection. 

Second, test these Web applications in different kinds of GPRS networks or different 

connection settings for mobile devices, such as three download channels, and one upload 

channel. It can find out the network feature infection for the Ajax approach, or 

researchers can try another kind of Web application beside the multi-choice. 

Finally, the last suggestion is to develop the Ajax Web browser on mobile devices to 

allow all Websites to update partially even if it is not an Ajax enabled Website. 
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Appendix 2 - Glossary of Term & Acronyms 

Ajax - Asynchronous JavaScript and XML 

ASP - Active Server Pages 

CDMA - Code Division Multiple Access 

CSS - Cascading Style Sheets 

DTD - Document Type Definition 

GPRS- GPRS (General Packet Radio Service) is the world's most ubiquitous wireless 

data service, available now with almost every GSM network. 

GSM - GSM (Global System for Mobile communications) is the technology that 

underpins most of the world's mobile phone networks. 

HTML - Hypertext Markup Language 

HTTP - Hypertext Transfer Protocol 

IEEE - Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc, a non-profit organization, 

IEEE is the world's leading professional association for the advancement of 

technology. 

IIS - Internet Information Services 

JavaScript - JavaScript is the scripting language of the Web. 

JSON - JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is a lightweight data-interchange format. 

Microsoft Ajax 2.0 - ASP .NET AJAX is a free framework for quickly creating efficient 

and interactive Web applications that work across all popular 

browsers. 

MMS - Multimedia Messaging Service 

PDA - Personal Digital Assistant 

PHP - PHP is a widely-used general-purpose scripting language that is especially suited 

for Web development and can be embedded into HTML. 

PSTN - Public Switched Telephone Network 

SMS - Short Message Service 
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TCP/IP- Transmission Control Protocol I Internet Protocol, 1s the communication 

protocol for the Internet. 

W3C - The World Wide Web Consortium (http://www.w3c.org) develops interoperable 

technologies (specifications, guidelines, software, and tools) to lead the Web to 

its full potential. 

W AP 1.0 - Wireless Application Protocol version 1.0, protocol was designed to show 

Internet-contents on wireless clients, like mobile phones. 

W AP 2.0 - Wireless Application Protocol version 2.0 

WML - Wireless Markup Language, is the language used to create pages to be 

displayed in a W AP browser. 

WWW - Word Wide Web 

XHTML - Extensible HyperText Markup Language is a combination of HTML and 

XML, aim to provide stricter and cleaner version of HTML. It is a W3C 

Recommendation. 

XHTML MP - XHTML Mobile Profile 

XML - Extensible Markup Language is a markup language much like HTML, allow 

you to define your own tags, to describe data. 
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Appendix 3 - Usability Testing (Invitation Letter) 

Dear Colleague: 

This is an invitation letter to participate in usability testing for the "Applying Ajax to 

A Mobile Learning system" project. 

There are two Mobile Learning Websites on the Internet have the same layout and 

user interface. Please visit them via I-mate SPS smart phone, think aloud your 

feeling and answer some questions. So, there are two tasks in this usability test. 

Task one: Finish all the questions in Website one by I-mate SPS smart phone. 

Task two: Finish all the questions in Website two by I-mate SPS smart phone. 

Don't worry about the correct answer. We are not collecting or saving any 

answer from the Website. You can select any answer you want. And don't worry 

about the task finish time. You can take as long as you want to finish the task. 

This is a low risk anonymous usability test. Your answers will be completely 

confidential. Thank you in advance for your participation .. If you have any 

questions about this test, please ask or contact me. xiefeng401@gmail.com 

Yours Sincerely 

Felix Xie 

Institute of Information & Mathematical Sciences 

Massey University at Albany, Auckland, New Zealand 
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Appendix 4 - Usability Testing (Checklist) 

Assessing the Benefits of AJAX in Mobile Learning Systems 

Design 

Usability Testing Process Checklist (Anonymous) 

1. Invite the evaluator (invitation letter). 

2. Introduce the evaluator to goal of this usability test. 

3. Introduce the evaluator the equipment need to be used 

(I-Mate SP5 Smart). 

4. Advise the evaluator the Task he/she needs to finish. 

5. Short tutorial about the task. (PowerPoint) 

6. Short tutorial for the evaluator to get familiar for the phone. 

(Using I-mate SP5 to finish Website Demo questions .) 

Evaluation Start 

7. Background of evaluator (Section A questions). 

8. Start task one. 

(Answer any questions they ask) 

9. Task one finished. (check time) 

10. 5 mins break 

11. Start task two. 

(Answer any questions they ask) 

12. Task two finished. ( check time) 

13. Post-task walkthroughs. (Section C: Questionnaire) 

14. Thank you to evaluators for participating. 

15. Prepare the mobile for next evaluator. ( clean the cache) 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 
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Appendix 5 - Usability Testing (Questions) 

.~·I ·~·, ,,--r Massey University 
~ 

Te Kunenga ki Pi.irehuroa 

Applying Ajax to a Mobile Learning System 

Think Aloud Usability Testing 

(Official only) 

SECTION A (Before the Task): 
1. Gender: (Please cycle) Male Female. 
2. What kind of mobile phone do you have? 

3. Have you ever used your mobile phone to access the Internet? 

If so, how often? 

SECTION B (During the Task): 
4. Task Finish time 

Task one (Website 1): Start: Finish: 

Task two (Website 2): Start: Finish: 

SECTION C (All tasks finished): 
Goal: After visiting two mobile learning Websites, we would like to hear your responses 

to using these Websites (post-task walkthrough). 

6. Did you notice any differences between these two Websites? 

If yes, what is it? 

7. Which Website you prefer to use? (Please cycle) 
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Website One Website Two 
Why? 
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Appendix 6 - Participants Profile 

Mobile Access Task One Task Two Notices 
ID Gender Prefer 

Phone Internet Time Time Different 

Once a 
1 Male Nokia N70 90 60 Yes 2 

Week 

Nokia 
2 Male No 120 65 Yes 2 

6210 

Panasonic 
3 Male Just once 105 90 No 2 

v3 

4 Male No No 60 56 Yes 2 

5 Female 
Sony 

No 115 62 Yes 2 
Ericsson 

6 Male Motorola Few times 126 --- --- ---
7 Male Motorola No 150 66 Yes 2 

8 Female Nokia No 156 77 No 0 

9 Female 
Sony 

few times 120 70 Yes 2 
Ericsson 

10 Male Nokia Just once 110 75 Yes 2 

Once a 
11 Male 02 90 50 Yes 2 

Week 

Siemens 
12 Male No 89 56 Yes 1 

S65 

13 Male 
Sony 

few times 110 43 Yes 2 
Ericsson 

14 Female 
Sony 

No 116 60 No 0 
Ericsson 

15 Male Samsung No 133 50 Yes 2 

16 Female 
Sony 

Just once 130 75 No 1 
Ericsson 

17 Female Nokia No 120 60 Yes 0 

18 Male Nokia N73 few times 113 52 Yes 2 

19 Male 
Sony 

No 160 90 No 1 
Ericsson 

20 Male Samsung No 135 90 Yes 2 

*which web site user prefer to use, "1" means Website one, "2" means Website2, 
"O"means no prefer Website. 
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ID Reason*,* " .. - . - ., ·-' ~ • .e -
1 Faster 

2 Response time is different and the web two has quick response time. 

3 Less response time 

4 
The second on seems to be fast, and the options appear more quickly than the 

question. 

5 Second one fast than first one. 

6 
Didn't finish the test, because of his don't have enough time and the bad navigation 

button . 

7 Faster 

8 Almost the same, The Navigation button cause big problem in the test, 

9 Faster 

10 Bad Navigation button, fast response time. 

11 Website is faster, bad button 

12 Can see the website one loading, Bad button 

13 Second one fast than first one. 

14 Bad Navigation button, None prefer 

15 Second one fast than first one. 

16 notice is loading 

17 Loading message position is different, one on top, one on the button. 

18 Loading type is different, web one need to load every time press the link. Web 2 don't 

19 Bad button, web one load faster. 

20 Faster 

** Which website they prefer and why, and what they had said during the test or after the 

test. 
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Appendix 7 - All Multi-Choice Questions 

All Questions List 

ID question explanation 

1 1 + 1 =? 1+1=2 

2 3+5=? 3+5=8 

3 3+6=? 3+6=9 

4 2+3=? 2+3=5 

5 7+1=? 7+1=8 

6 1+3=? 1+3=4 

7 2+1=? 2+1=3 

8 2+2=? 2+2=4 

9 4+4=? 4+4=8 

10 3+3=? 3+3=6 
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